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Introduction

NCSD #1 Career and Vocational Education Mission Statement
NCSD Career and Vocational Education courses prepare students for opportunities to
develop and strengthen skills that allow them to:
• Establish effective problem-solving skills
• Conduct themselves in a responsible, professional manner
• Contribute to their family, workplace and community
• Compete in an ever-changing technical workforce by continually learning

The purpose of this document is to communicate the guaranteed and viable curriculum for
Career and Vocational Education in Natrona County School District. This document has
been aligned with the 2014 Wyoming Career & Vocational Education Content &
Performance Standards. However, our curriculum will continue to evolve as we work to
ensure our students have the knowledge and skills they need to be successful in the 21st
Century.
Rationale:

As part of the 21st century workforce, college and career ready students will need to be
equipped with knowledge, skills, and characteristics that allow them to be productive,
contributing members of an innovative, dynamic global society. Schools today must assist
students in developing the necessary skills, intellectual abilities, and personal traits that
help them to secure and maintain meaningful employment in the world of work. Nearly
eight in ten future job openings in the next decade in the U.S. will require postsecondary
education or training. Forty-five percent will be in “middle skill” occupations, which require
at least some postsecondary education and training, while 33% will be in high skilled
occupations for which a Bachelor’s degree or more is required. By contrast, only 22% of
future job openings will be “low skill” and accessible to those with a high school diploma or
less.

The American Diploma Project as cited in 2014 Wyoming Content and Performance Standards

The foundation for rewarding careers and productive employment is built through
exploration and understanding of career choices. Today's employers seek creative, critical
thinkers who are able to access and use information from a variety of sources to assist them
in solving problems and making informed workplace decisions. In order to secure career
advancements, an employee must demonstrate a willingness to learn on the job by
embracing lifelong learning, and exhibit initiative, productivity, and responsibility.
Additionally, an employee must advocate and continually demonstrate safe work practices.
Students must demonstrate the collaborative skills that play a major role in personal and
career success. An individual should have the ability to participate as a member of a diverse
team, teach others new skills, exercise leadership, compromise, and serve clients and
customers. A student must be able to acquire, evaluate, interpret, organize and maintain
data, and process and communicate information. In order to be a productive member of
society, students must be able to manage personal and workplace resources including time,
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materials and finances. In addition, they must be flexible and adaptive with technology in a
dynamic and ever-changing digital world.

Organization of standards:

The Wyoming Content and Performance Standards for Career and Vocational Education are
identified for grade spans K-5, 6-8, 9-12 with benchmarks at grades five, eight, and eleven.
The standards have not been assigned an order of importance.

Kindergarten through fifth grade students, parents, and teachers work toward the
achievement of the fifth grade benchmarks. Sixth grade through eighth grade students,
parents, and teachers work toward the achievement of the eighth grade benchmarks. Ninth
grade through eleventh grade students, parents, and teachers work toward the achievement
of the eleventh grade benchmarks. Success at each benchmark level requires the effort and
commitment of all who prepare for that level.

2014 Wyoming Career & Vocational Education Content and Performance Standards

Introduction to the Standards
CTE programs across the state of Wyoming are dynamic and diverse, encompassing the
National 16 Career Clusters described by Advance CTE and their corresponding Career
Pathways. The career clusters are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources
Architecture & Construction
Arts, A/V Technology & Communications
Business Management & Administration
Education & Training
Finance
Government & Public Administration
Health Science
Hospitality & Tourism
Human Services
Information Technology
Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security
Manufacturing
Marketing
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Transportation, Distribution & Logistics

The standards have been organized into five major categories and are listed
alphabetically.
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5.4 Appropriately use technology systems

ISTE = International Society for Technology in Education Standards

Standard 4

5.3 Apply responsibilities of digital
citizenship

Technical Literacy

5.2 Examine family, community, monetary,
and school systems

A = Art Curriculum

5.1 Explain the need for rules within
organizational systems

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: K-5

4.4 Interpret information and explain how it
contributes to the text

4.3 Provide explanations based on specific
information in text

Standard 3

4.2 Read sources that provide workplace
information including functional texts

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving
4.1 Use a variety of methods to create and
share a product

3.4 Seek help from appropriate people and
resources

Standard 2

3.3 Collect and analyze data to identify
solutions and make informed decisions

State CVE benchmark is taught assessed in this grade through the content area indicated below.

Mgm = General Music Curriculum

H = Health Curriculum

3.2 Plan and manage activities to develop a
solution or complete a project

Communication and
Collaboration
3.1 Real-world problems and meaningful
questions to investigate

2.4 Safe, legal, and responsible use of
technology

Standard 1

2.3 Participate in groups while respecting
diversity

Career Development and
Readiness

2.2 Share new concepts through peer
teaching and presenting to a group

ELA = English Language Arts Curriculum

2.1 Compromise and conflict resolution skills

1.4 Complete tasks on time using space and
materials efficiently

ss = Social Studies Curriculum

1.3 Behaviors for completion of work tasks

1.2 How work relates to meeting needs

Grade
1.1 Identify and describe careers

K-5 Grade Span

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Mo = Orchestra Curriculum

Technical Proficiency
and Productivity

Standard 5

ISTE
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Standards Crosswalk with NCSD Curricula: K-5

The K-5 grade-level span does not have a distinct Career and Vocational Education curriculum. Instead, a crosswalk of CVE standards and
benchmarks illustrates in which grade(s) and content area(s) the standards and benchmarks are embedded. The following crosswalk indicates the
content area curriculum, grade-level, outcome, and component in which the CVE standard and benchmark is taught and assessed.

CV5.1.1 Students identify and describe various occupations.

A4.4.1 Investigate and find a local artist from your family or community and explain how this artist works and what they do.
A4.4.2 Identify art careers.

HK.1.4 Connect community helpers with the job they do to help enhance health and ensure children’s safety.
Mgm5.3.1 Explore careers that require musical knowledge and skills.

Mgm5.3.2 Research and evaluate careers in music industry for their personal appeal. (e.g., sound engineer, recording engineer, disc
jockey, music librarian, and software developer).

CV5.1.2 Students describe how work relates to meeting needs for goods, clothing, shelter, and other necessities for living.
ssK.2.3 Evaluate and explain how money affects needs and wants for a family (e.g., We need food, water, shelter, but we want video
games and fancy clothes).

ss3.1.1 Identify and describe the ways groups (e.g., families, communities, schools, and social organizations) meet human needs and
concerns (e.g., belonging, self-worth, and personal safety) and contribute to personal identity and daily life.

CV5.1.3 Students identify and demonstrate behaviors contributing to the successful completion of workplace tasks.

ELAK.2.2 Follow agreed-upon rules for discussion (e.g., listening to others and taking turns speaking about the topics and texts
under discussion).

H2.1.3 Demonstrate various communication skills to verbalize needs, wants and feelings to solve problems (for example unwanted,
threatening or dangerous situations).
ss1.1.4 Apply classroom and school rules to be productive learners.

CV5.1.4 Students complete tasks within an allotted time by acquiring, storing, organizing, and using materials and space
efficiently.
Back to Table of Contents
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AK.1.4 Demonstrate the proper use of art materials.

AK.2.3 Practice safe and proper use of art materials.

CV5.2.1 Students identify and practice compromise and conflict resolution skills.
H1.2.5 Identify communication strategies to solve problems and resolve conflicts to build relationships.

H2.1.3 Demonstrate various communication skills to verbalize needs, wants and feelings to solve problems (for example unwanted,
threatening or dangerous situations).

H3.2.1 Describe the characteristics of effective verbal and nonverbal communication and how they can be used to enhance health or
avoid health risk.

H4.2.1 Demonstrate the ability to express emotions in a socially acceptable manner (for example positive ways to express anger and
alternatives to violence).
Mo5.7.6 Demonstrate self-discipline by working cooperatively with peers to produce a quality musical performance.

CV5.2.2 Students share new concepts learned through peer teaching and presenting to a group.

ss.K.1.3 Retell and compare and contrast stories from their family culture (e.g., how names came to be, family traditions, and favorite
family foods) to other student’s family cultures.

CV5.2.3 Students identify and actively participate in group roles and responsibilities while demonstrating respect and
awareness of diversity.

ELAK.2.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults
in small and larger groups.
ELA1.7.1 Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, and speaking one at a time).

ELA2.1.2 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners, follow agreed-upon rules for discussions, and build upon
others’ talk by linking comments to the remarks of others (e.g., gain the floor in respectful ways, listen to others with care, and speak
one at a time about the topics and text under discussion).
ELA3.2.1 Formulate and utilize agreed-upon rules or norms for collaborative discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful ways,
listening to others with care, and speaking one at a time about the topics) building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
Mo5.7.6 Demonstrate self-discipline by working cooperatively with peers to produce a quality musical performance.
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CV5.2.4 Students apply safe, legal, and responsible use of information and technology as appropriate to the task.
ss1.1.3 With teacher support, use digital tools to research school culture.

ss1.2.1 With teacher support, use a variety of digital tools to identify the components of a map.

ss1.3.1 With teacher support, use digital tools to research and compare examples of monetary needs and wants of the classroom and
school. (e.g., we need new textbooks, but we want new playground equipment).
ss1.4.2 With teacher support, use a variety of resources to conduct research to distinguish between fiction and nonfiction stories
about patriotic symbols.

ss2.4.5 With teacher support, use digital tools and print resources to research current events. Discuss current events that change our
neighborhood, Casper*, and/or its surrounding communities.
ss2.5.3 With teacher support, use digital and print sources to view and research symbols and traditional practices that honor
patriotism (e.g., standing for the flag, hats off, hand over heart, and folding the flag).

ss3.3.1 Identify the difference between primary and secondary resources to help choose reliable and valid resources to complete
research.

ss4.1.3 Using digital tools to research, design, and present information about the Plains Indian nomadic lifestyle in relation to the
buffalo and Plains environment (e.g., homes, food source, nomadic, and climate).

CV5.3.1 Students identify and define real-world problems and meaningful questions for investigation.

ss1.3.5 Describe what a current event is and predict how it could change the future of the classroom and school.

ss2.2.6 With teacher support, use digital tools to research current events and discuss how they impact our neighborhood, Casper*
and/or its surrounding communities.

CV5.3.2 Students plan and manage activities to develop a solution or complete a project.
A2.3.4 Plan and create original art that shows space using art materials appropriately.
A5.2.6 Review, choose, evaluate, and revise artwork to exhibit.

ELA4.1.9 With some guidance and support from adults, use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as
well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of one page
in a single sitting.
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CV5.3.3 Students collect and analyze data to identify solutions and make informed decisions.
HK.1.6 Distinguish between good touch and bad touch and roleplay the responses to unwanted attention.

H1.1.3 Describe how choosing healthy foods, staying active, and practicing proper sleep habits will keep you healthy and avoid
illness and injury.
H1.1.5 Recognize when assistance is needed and show how to obtain needed help (for example emergency services).
H1.2.5 Identify communication strategies to solve problems and resolve conflicts to build relationships.

H2.1.2 Connect how healthy personal habits (for example sneezing into your elbow) can prevent the spread of germs and help keep
others healthy.
H4.1.1 List specific options and behaviors and explain why they help improve or maintain personal health.
H4.1.5 Explain potential outcomes for self and others of health-related decisions.

H5.1.5 By applying a systematic process, analyze the potential impact of each alternative on self and others when making a healthrelated decision (for example bullying, nutrition, and physical activity).

CV5.3.4 Students seek help from appropriate people (staff, students, parents, etc.) and appropriate resources.
HK.1.3 Identify the adults at school who can help with problems (for example on the playground).
H3.1.2 Apply refusal skills to avoid or reduce health risks.

CV5.4.1 Students use a variety of methods including oral, written, graphic, pictorial, and/or multimedia in order to create
and share a product.
A5.2.6 Review, choose, evaluate, and revise artwork to exhibit.

ELAK.8.2 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., share a variety of sources on the same topic and then model and
write together).

ELAK.9.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose opinion pieces in which writers tell a reader the topic or
the name of the book they are writing about and state an opinion or preference about the topic or book (e.g., My favorite book is...).
ELA1.7.6 Work collaboratively on a shared research and writing project (e.g., explore how-to-books and use them to write a
sequence of instructions).
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ELA1.7.7 With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing in collaboration with
peers.
ELA2.4.4 Participate in group shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books on a single topic to produce a
report; record science observations).

CV5.4.2 Students read and comprehend a variety of sources that provide workplace information, including functional
texts.
ss1.2.2 Use universal symbols to identify important places (e.g., Red Cross for medical needs, knife and fork for food, book for
Library, Box figures for toilets, swing set for playground, and bus for bus stop).

CV5.4.3 Students explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in technical texts, including what happened and why,
based on specific information in the text. (*Adapted from CCSS RI.4.3)
ELA2.5.3 Demonstrate understanding of key details in a text and identify the main topic of a multiparagraph text as well as the focus
of specific paragraphs within a text. Describe the connection between a series of historical events, science ideas or concepts or steps
in technical procedures in a text. Recount key ideas and details from a text read aloud or information presented orally or through
other media.

ELA4.4.2 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why,
based on specific information in the text.
ELA4.7.1 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why,
based on specific information in the text.
ELA5.7.4 Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical,
scientific, or technical text based on specific information in the text.

CV5.4.4 Students interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, graphs, diagrams, time
lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and explain how the information contributes to an
understanding of the text in which it appears. (*Adapted from CCSS RI.4.7)
ELA1.5.3 Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.

ELA2.4.2 Know and use various text features (e.g., captions, bold print, subheadings, glossaries, indexes, electronic menus, and
icons) to locate key facts or information in a text efficiently. Explain how specific images contribute to and clarify a text.

ELA3.5.8 Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs), and the words in a text to demonstrate understanding
of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events occur).
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ELA4.2.3 Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, graphs, diagrams, time lines, animations,
or interactive elements on Web pages) and explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text in which it
appears.

CV5.5.1 Students explain the need for rules within organizational systems.
ssK.1.1 Identify family and classroom rules.

ssK.1.2 Compare and contrast home and classroom rules.
ss1.1.1 Identify and/or create classroom rules.

ss1.1.2 Identify school rules and compare and contrast to classroom rules.

CV5.5.2 Students examine family, community, monetary, and school systems.
H2.1.4 Describe family rules and routines that impact health and safety (for example wearing a seat belt and using a bike helmet).
H2.1.1 Recognize and identify health-related problems that exist at home and school.

H3.1.1 Explain when school and community resources should be accessed for health and safety emergencies (for example 911,
school nurse, and counselor).

H5.1.4 Explain how family and peers can influence decisions students make about health practices and risk behaviors (for example
bullying, alcohol, tobacco and other drugs).
ss1.1.5 Compare and contrast classroom and school culture.

ss1.3.1 With teacher support, use digital tools to research and compare examples of monetary needs and wants of the classroom and
school. (e.g., We need new textbooks, but we want new playground equipment).
ss1.3.2 Compare and contrast the monetary cost of needs vs. wants.

ss2.2.1 Define a community and explain why your neighborhood, Casper*, and/or its surrounding communities meet that definition.
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CV5.5.3 Students understand and apply the responsibilities of digital citizenship.
ISTE Standard 2

NCSD Board Policy on ISTE Standards

CV5.5.4 Students understand and appropriately use available technology systems.
ELAK.8.4 Name the author and illustrator of a text and define the role of each in presenting the ideas or information in a text.

ELA1.7.8 With guidance and support from adults, decide on a topic and respond to questions and suggestions while adding details.

ELA4.6.7 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; take notes and
categorize information, and provide a list of sources.
ssK.3.1 Show ways family contributes to personal identity and daily life (i.e., How does your family contribute to who you are?).
ss1.1.3 With teacher support, use digital tools to research school culture.

ss3.3.1 Identify the difference between primary and secondary resources to help choose reliable and valid resources to complete
research.
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Course

Summary of Purpose Statements: Agriculture

Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is new or
different at this level that the student will accomplish.

6th -8th Grade
Agriculture and
Natural Resources

Students will explore leadership and public speaking skills through the lens of the National FFA Organization. Students
will explore and begin to demonstrate critical thinking and problem solving through the exploration of comprehensive
agricultural topics including horticulture, beef, sheep/goat, swine, horse, dairy and poultry industries, natural
resources, agribusiness and career exploration.

9th -12th Grade
Agriculture and
Natural Resources II

Students will refine leadership and public speaking skills. Students will demonstrate critical thinking and problem
solving through the exploration of natural resource topics including aquaculture, wildlife and rangeland management,
energy resources, agronomy, and environmental science.

9th -12th Grade
Agriculture
Comprehensive I

Back to Table of Contents

Students will examine leadership and public speaking skills through the lens of the National FFA Organization.
Students will demonstrate critical thinking and problem solving through the exploration of comprehensive agricultural
topics including horticulture, beef, sheep/goat, swine, poultry industry and career exploration. Students will employ
the scientific method and advanced research and analytical skills.
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5.4 Utilize technology to develop innovate solutions or
products

5.3 Safely and ethically use industry tools and
technologies

Technical Literacy

5.2 Complete tasks taking into account constraints,
priorities, and resources

Standard 4

5.1 Manage resources and implement systems

4.4 Follow complex multistep procedure

4.3 Acquire, use, and report information using
technology

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving
4.2 Determine meaning of symbols, terms, and words in
technical text

Standard 3

4.1 Produce clear and coherent writing

3.4 Creativity and innovation considering impacts of
decisions

3.3 Valid and reliable research strategies to solve
problems or complete projects

Communication and
Collaboration
3.2 Trends, forecast possibilities and explore complex
systems and issues

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: Agriculture
Standard 2

3.1 Investigate authentic problems and significant
questions

2.4 Apply safe, legal, responsible use of information and
technology

Career Development
and Readiness

2.3 Work productively in teams using cultural global
competence

Standard 1

2.2 Model integrity, ethical leadership and management
skills

2.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason

9th -12th Grade
Agriculture and Natural
Resources II
1.4 Demonstrate employability skills

9th -12th Grade
Agriculture
Comprehensive I
1.3 Prepare educational and career plan

6th -8th Grade
Agriculture and Natural
Resources
1.2 Explore careers using mentors and industry experts

Course

1.1 Set career goals

Agriculture

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Standard 5

Technical Proficiency
and Productivity
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How to Read the Agriculture Curriculum
Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or
in this course; points out what is new or different at this level that the student
will accomplish.

9th-12th Grade Agriculture: Agriculture and Natural Resources II
Students will refine leadership and public speaking skills. Students will demonstrate
critical thinking and problem solving through the exploration of natural resource
topics including aquaculture, wildlife and rangeland management, energy resources,
agronomy, and environmental science.

Purpose
Statement

Outcome aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected
result of student learning for a grade level or course.

Outcome
Cag9-12.5

Cag9-12.5.1

Components

Cag9-12.5.2
Cag9-12.5.3
Cag9-12.5.4
Cag9-12.5.5

Students will identify rangeland plants and evaluate range sites
and determine appropriate use. Students will accurately
calculate stocking rates and investigate rangeland management
careers.
Analyze plant anatomical features to implement and use current
industry-standard classification systems to identify Wyoming
rangeland grasses, forbs and shrubs.
Compare and contrast range sites and determine authentic
problems associated with their use.
Analyze and diagnose the condition of a range site and
determine appropriate use while considering the
environmental, social and economic impacts.
Explain the meaning of key terms and other content specific
words and phrases as they are used in rangeland management
materials and stocking rates.
Precisely follow a complex multistep procedure when
calculating stocking rates while taking constraints, priorities
and resources into account.

Component Code
Cag9-12.5.4= Content

Area (Career & Vocational
Education)

Cag9-12.5.4= Course

(Agriculture & Natural
Resources)

Cag9-12.5.4= Grade Span
Cag9-12.5.4= Outcome

Cag9-12.5.4= Component
Back to Table of Contents

Components aligned to standards and

benchmarks, components are specific concepts
or skills necessary for students to know and do
in order to meet an outcome.

Agriculture Course Key
ag = Agriculture & Natural Resources
ac = Agriculture Comprehensive

Standard
Reference
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4

State Career &
Vocational Education
Standard & Benchmark
CV12.4.2= Content Area
CV12.4.2= Grade Level
(End of Grade Span)
CV12.4.2=Standard
CV12.4.2= Benchmark
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6th-8th Grade Agriculture: Agriculture and Natural Resources

Purpose
Statement

Outcome
Cag6-8.1

Cag6-8.1.1

Components

Cag6-8.1.2
Cag6-8.1.3
Cag6-8.1.4
Cag6-8.1.5

Outcome

Cag6-8.2
Cag6-8.2.1

Components

Cag6-8.2.2

Cag6-8.2.3
Cag6-8.2.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will explore leadership and public speaking skills through the
lens of the National FFA Organization. Students will explore and begin
to demonstrate critical thinking and problem solving through the
exploration of comprehensive agricultural topics including horticulture,
beef, sheep/goat, swine, horse, dairy and poultry industries, natural
resources, agribusiness and career exploration.
Students will breakdown components of the National
FFA Organization and effectively demonstrate public
speaking skills. Students will demonstrate basic
parliamentary procedure.
Plan, manage and complete a project regarding the
history of the National FFA Organization while
demonstrating proficiency in utilizing technology to
complete the project.
Identify sources and locate, interpret, extract and
summarize, key terms, and other content specific words
and phrases (e.g., emblem, colors, motto, mission, official
dress) as they relate to the National FFA Organization.
Effectively communicate through recitation of the FFA
Creed.
Actively participate as a team member with a diverse
group to accomplish set goals and successfully use
parliamentary procedure to make and debate motions.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will analyze modern agriculture, its impact on
society and its trends.
Apply safe, legal, and responsible use of information and
technology to define modern agriculture and identify its
importance to society.
Explain and interpret solutions to an agricultural
problem and/or trend using data and information
compiled from a variety of reputable sources applying
safe, legal and responsible use of information and
technology.
Plan, manage, lead and complete an activity based on a
Wyoming agriculture industry in a timely and effective
manner.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV8.3.4
CV8.5.4
CV8.4.2
CV8.2.1
CV8.2.3
CV8.1.4
Standard
Reference
CV8.2.4
CV8.2.4
CV8.3.3
CV8.2.2
CV8.3.4
CV8.1.4
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Outcome
Cag6-8.3

Cag6-8.3.1
Cag6-8.3.2

Components

Cag6-8.3.3

Cag6-8.3.4
Cag6-8.3.5
Cag6-8.3.6

Outcome
Cag6-8.4

Components

Cag6-8.4.1

Cag6-8.4.2

Cag6-8.4.3

Back to Table of Contents

Students will identify, compare and contrast plant
anatomy, stages of plant development and types of
plants. Students will apply the scientific method to a
horticulture problem and explore careers in the
horticulture industry.
Demonstrate the selection and use of technology to
identify basic plant anatomy and compare and contrast
the stages of plant development.
Precisely follow the scientific method procedure to plan,
manage and complete an agriscience project in a timely
and effective manner, recognizing human resources,
financial and timeline constraints and taking into account
priorities and goals.
Utilizing the agriscience project, produce a clear and
coherent written report in which the development,
organization and style are appropriate to the task,
purpose and audience, integrating and translating the
content in diverse formats including visually and
quantitatively.
Apply safe, legal, and responsible use of information and
technology to compare and contrast various plant types
(e.g., grasses, forbs and shrubs).
Explore possible career pathways in the horticulture
industry.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will break down the beef industry, its trends,
and utilize appropriate terminology. Students will
compare and contrast breeds of beef cattle and evaluate
beef animals. Students will identify current industry
identification methods and careers in the beef industry.
Identify sources and locate, interpret and summarize the
meaning of key terms and other content-specific words
and phrases used in the beef industry and apply them
appropriately to communicate effectively in classroom
discussions.
Identify technical beef animal evaluation systems,
presented in visual and numerical formatting (i.e., visual
classes and Expected Progeny Differences [i.e., EPD])
with verbal justifications, how they are properly and
ethically used, and translate knowledge of beef anatomy
when performing beef animal selection in relation to
other livestock species.
Create a written and verbal presentation to compare and
contrast various beef breeds.

Standard
Reference
CV8.5.4
CV8.3.4
CV8.5.2
CV8.4.1
CV8.4.4
CV8.2.4
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV8.2.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.4.4
CV8.5.1

CV8.4.3
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Cag6-8.4.4 Demonstrate technical knowledge and skills by safely
CV8.5.3
and ethically using industry standard tools, materials,
and procedures in beef animal identification.
Cag6-8.4.5 Explore possible career pathways in the beef industry.
CV8.1.1
Cag6-8.4.6 Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
CV8.1.4
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome
Cag6-8.5

Cag6-8.5.1

Components

Cag6-8.5.2

Cag6-8.5.3
Cag6-8.5.4
Cag6-8.5.5
Cag6-8.5.6

Outcome
Cag6-8.6

Cag6-8.6.1

Back to Table of Contents

Students will break down the sheep/goat industry, its
trends, and utilize appropriate terminology. Students will
compare and contrast breeds of sheep/goats and
evaluate animals. Students will identify current industry
identification methods and careers in the sheep/goat
industry.
Identify sources and locate, interpret and summarize the
meaning of key terms and other content-specific words
and phrases used in the sheep/goat industry and apply
them appropriately to communicate effectively in
classroom discussions.
Identify technical sheep/goat evaluation systems,
presented in visual and numerical formatting (i.e., visual
classes and Flock Expected Progeny Differences [i.e.,
EPDs]) with verbal justifications, how they are properly
and ethically used, and translate knowledge of
sheep/goat anatomy when performing sheep/goat
selection in relation to other livestock species.
Create a written and verbal presentation to compare and
contrast various sheep/goat breeds.
Demonstrate technical knowledge and skills by safely
and ethically using industry standard tools, materials,
and procedures in sheep/goat identification.
Explore possible career pathways in the sheep/goat
industry.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will break down the swine industry, its trends,
and utilize appropriate terminology. Students will
compare and contrast breeds of swine and evaluate
swine. Students will identify current industry
identification methods and careers in the swine industry.
Identify sources and locate, interpret and summarize the
meaning of key terms and other content-specific words
and phrases used in the swine industry and apply them
appropriately to communicate effectively in classroom
discussions.

Standard
Reference
CV8.2.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.4.4
CV8.5.1

CV8.4.3
CV8.5.3
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV8.2.1
CV8.4.2
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Cag6-8.6.2 Identify technical swine evaluation systems, presented in
CV8.4.4
visual and numerical formatting (i.e., visual classes and
CV8.5.1
EPDs) with verbal justifications, how they are properly
and ethically used, and translate knowledge of swine
anatomy when performing swine selection in relation to
other livestock species.
Cag6-8.6.3 Create a written and verbal presentation to compare and
CV8.4.3
contrast various swine breeds.
Cag6-8.6.4 Demonstrate technical knowledge and skills by safely
CV8.5.3
and ethically using industry standard tools, materials,
and procedures in swine animal identification.
Cag6-8.6.5 Explore possible career pathways in the swine industry.
CV8.1.1
Cag6-8.6.6 Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
CV8.1.4
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome
Cag6-8.7

Cag6-8.7.1

Components

Cag6-8.7.2

Cag6-8.7.3
Cag6-8.7.4
Cag6-8.7.5
Cag6-8.7.6

Outcome
Cag6-8.8

Back to Table of Contents

Students will break down the horse industry, its trends,
and utilize appropriate terminology. Students will
compare and contrast breeds of horse and evaluate
horses. Students will identify current industry
identification methods and careers in the horse industry.
Identify sources and locate, interpret and summarize the
meaning of key terms and other content-specific words
and phrases used in the horse industry and apply them
appropriately to communicate effectively in classroom
discussions.
Identify technical phenotypic and performance horse
evaluation systems, presented in visual formatting with
verbal justifications, how they are properly and ethically
used, and translate knowledge of horse anatomy when
performing horse animal selection in relation to other
livestock species.
Create a written and verbal presentation to compare and
contrast various horse breeds.
Demonstrate technical knowledge and skills by safely
and ethically using industry standard tools, materials,
and procedures in horse identification.
Explore possible career pathways in the horse industry.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will break down the poultry industry, its trends,
and utilize appropriate terminology. Students will
compare and contrast breeds of poultry and evaluate
poultry products. Students will identify careers in the
poultry industry.

Standard
Reference
CV8.2.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.4.4
CV8.5.1
CV8.4.3
CV8.5.3
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.4

Standard
Reference
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Cag6-8.8.1 Identify sources and locate, interpret and summarize the
CV8.2.1
meaning of key terms and other content-specific words
CV8.4.2
and phrases used in the poultry industry and apply them
appropriately to communicate effectively in classroom
discussions.
Cag6-8.8.2 Identify technical processed poultry evaluation and egg
CV8.4.4
grading systems, presented in visual formatting with
CV8.5.1
verbal justifications and how they are properly and
ethically used.
Cag6-8.8.3 Create a written and verbal presentation to compare and
CV8.4.3
contrast various poultry breeds.
Cag6-8.8.4 Explore possible career pathways in the poultry industry.
CV8.1.1
Cag6-8.8.5 Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
CV8.1.4
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome
Cag6-8.9

Components

Cag6-8.9.1

Cag6-8.9.2
Cag6-8.9.3
Cag6-8.9.4

Students will break down the dairy industry, its trends,
and utilize appropriate terminology. Students will
compare and contrast breeds of dairy animals and
evaluate dairy products. Students will identify careers in
the dairy industry.
Identify sources and locate, interpret and summarize the
meaning of key terms and other content-specific words
and phrases used in the dairy industry and apply them
appropriately to communicate effectively in classroom
discussions.
Create a written and verbal presentation to compare and
contrast various dairy animal breeds and/or dairy
products.
Explore possible career pathways in the dairy industry.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Components

Students will identify problems and offer solutions
associated with soil texture/profile, and identify, compare
Outcome
and contrast biomes. Students will define renewable and
Cag6-8.10
nonrenewable natural resources and identify careers in
the natural resources industry.
Cag6-8.10.1 Identify and define real-world problems and efficiently
locate and effectively use various sources of information to
offer solutions when considering soil texture and profile.
Cag6-8.10.2 Identify sources to locate, interpret, extract, and
summarize data in an ethical and appropriate manner to
identify, compare and contrast biomes.
Cag6-8.10.3 Identify and define renewable and nonrenewable
resources and determine the problems associated with

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV8.2.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.4.3
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV8.3.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.3.2
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each including the impact on politics and careers.
Cag6-8.10.4 Explore possible career pathways in the natural resource
CV8.1.1
industry.
Cag6-8.10.5 Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
CV8.1.4
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome

Cag6-8.11

Cag6-8.11.1
Cag6-8.11.2

Components

Cag6-8.11.3
Cag6-8.11.4
Cag6-8.11.5
Cag6-8.11.6
Cag6-8.11.7

Outcome

Cag6-8.12

Cag6-8.12.1

Components

Cag6-8.12.2
Cag6-8.12.3
Cag6-8.12.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will create and evaluate the effectiveness of a
basic business plan utilizing a variety of financial
documents. Students will identify and present solutions to
business problems and identify agribusiness careers.
Create a clear and coherent written business plan
recognizing human resources, financial and timeline
constraints that take into account priorities and goals.
Demonstrate an awareness of the working process of
business by utilizing appropriate financial documents to
ethically extract and summarize financial data.
Compare and contrast financial documents (e.g., income
sheets, expense sheets, ledgers) integrating and translating
financial information (e.g., creating graphs) to identify
business problems.
Evaluate financial documents to explain and interpret
solutions to business problems.
Efficiently locate and effectively use various financial
documents to produce a brief, clear, coherent evaluation
on the effectiveness of the business plan.
Explore possible career pathways in agribusiness.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will create a career plan for an agricultural career
that incorporates all aspects of the career based on their
personal interests, skills and aptitude.
Evaluate current interest, aptitude and personal skills to
identify possible career pathways.
Compare and contrast several career pathways including
outlook, salary, training and lifestyle.
Create an educational and career plan based on an
agricultural career.
Demonstrate awareness of employability characteristics
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV8.4.1
CV8.5.2
CV8.3.2
CV8.4.2
CV8.3.1
CV8.4.4
CV8.3.3
CV8.3.1
CV8.4.1
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV8.1.2
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.3
CV8.1.4
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9th-12th Grade Agriculture: Agriculture Comprehensive I

Purpose
Statement

Outcome

Cac9-12.1

Cac9-12.1.1
Cac9-12.1.2

Components

Cac9-12.1.3
Cac9-12.1.4
Cac9-12.1.5
Cac9-12.1.6

Students will examine leadership and public speaking skills through the
lens of the National FFA Organization. Students will demonstrate
critical thinking and problem solving through the exploration of
comprehensive agricultural topics including horticulture, beef,
sheep/goat, swine, poultry industry and career exploration. Students
will employ the scientific method and advanced research and analytical
skills.

Students will breakdown components of the National FFA
Organization and effectively demonstrate public speaking
skills. Students will develop and implement a personal
supervised agriculture experience documented through a
record keeping system.
Analyze the history of the National FFA Organization to
identify key events that had significant impacts on the
organization. Communicate clearly, effectively and with
reason why these events had a significant impact.
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other
content specific words and phrases (e.g., emblem, colors,
motto, mission, official dress) as they relate to the National
FFA Organization.
Memorize and recite the FFA Creed and answer questions
pertaining to its meaning while communicating clearly,
effectively and with reason while modeling integrity,
ethical leadership and effective management skills.
Develop, analyze and implement a supervised agriculture
experience based on personal interests and goals taking
constraints, priorities and resources into account.
Model effective management skills and apply safe, legal
and responsible use of information and technology to
maintain a record keeping system for the supervised
agriculture experience.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will analyze modern agriculture, its impact on
society and the history of agriculture. Students will debate
Outcome
Cac9-12.2
a controversial agriculture issue and examine agriscience
and the scientific method.
Cac9-12.2.1 Identify and describe modern agriculture, benefits of
agriculture and define authentic problems and significant
questions within the industry.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.1.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
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Cac9-12.2.2 Employ valid and reliable research strategies and apply
CV12.2.1
prior knowledge to effectively communicate, clearly and
CV12.3.3
with reason, the basic human needs met by agriculture,
and the importance of agriculture to society.
Cac9-12.2.3 Identify past agricultural trends, forecast possibilities in
CV12.3.2
the future of agriculture and explore complex systems in
the industry.
Cac9-12.2.4 Analyze the concept of agriscience and identify and define
CV12.3.1
authentic uses for the scientific method in agricultural
studies.
Cac9-12.2.5 Debate a controversial agricultural issue, demonstrating
CV12.3.4
creativity and innovation while considering the
CV12.5.4
environmental social and economic impacts of the issue,
utilizing technology to develop innovative solutions or
products that address the issue.
Cac9-12.2.6 Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
CV12.1.4
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome

Cac9-12.3

Cac9-12.3.1
Cac9-12.3.2
Cac9-12.3.3

Components

Cac9-12.3.4
Cac9-12.3.5
Cac9-12.3.6
Cac9-12.3.7

Back to Table of Contents

Students will utilize plant anatomy and physiology to
analyze the health of plants. Students will propagate
plants and apply the scientific method to a horticulture
problem. Students will investigate careers in the
horticulture industry.
Identify plant root, stem and reproductive anatomy, define
authentic problems, and investigate significant questions
with plant growing structures and reproduction.
Work productively in teams to identify macro and micro
nutrients needed for plant health, and explain their
function and absorption method within the plant system.
Work productively in teams to analyze the health of a plant
to diagnose deficiencies and develop solutions while
considering environmental, social and economic impacts.
Employ valid and reliable research strategies and apply
prior knowledge to propagate using various methods (e.g.,
root/stem/leaf cuttings, bulb/corm/rhizome/stolon
cuttings, from seed).
Precisely follow the scientific method procedure and
produce a clear and coherent written report in which the
development, organization and style are appropriate to the
task, purpose and audience.
Explore possible careers in the horticulture industry based
on personal interests.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
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Outcome

Cac9-12.4

Cac9-12.4.1
Cac9-12.4.2

Components

Cac9-12.4.3
Cac9-12.4.4
Cac9-12.4.5
Cac9-12.4.6
Cac9-12.4.7

Outcome

Cac9-12.5

Components

Cac9-12.5.1

Cac9-12.5.2
Cac9-12.5.3

Cac9-12.5.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will analyze the beef industry, its trends, and
utilize appropriate terminology. Students will compare and
contrast breeds of beef cattle and evaluate beef animals.
Students will investigate current industry identification
methods and careers in the beef industry.
Determine the meaning of key terms and other contentspecific words and phrases as they are used in the beef
industry and apply them appropriately to communicate
clearly and effectively in classroom discussions.
Identify industry trends, forecast possibilities, and explore
systems and issues in the beef industry.
Manage resources to analyze and implement knowledge of
beef anatomy and Expected Progeny Differences (EPDs) to
precisely follow a complex multistep procedure when
performing the technical task of beef animal selection.
Acquire, analyze, and/or report information using
appropriate technology to compare and contrast various
beef breeds.
Discuss the safe and ethical use of current industry
standard tools and emerging technologies in beef animal
identification and processing of young.
Explore possible careers in the beef industry based on
personal interests.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will analyze the sheep/goat industry, its trends,
and utilize appropriate terminology. Students will compare
and contrast breeds of sheep/goats and evaluate animals.
Students will investigate current industry identification
methods and careers in the sheep/goat industry.
Determine the meaning of key terms and other contentspecific words and phrases as they are used in the
sheep/goat industry and apply them appropriately to
communicate clearly and effectively in classroom
discussions.
Identify industry trends, forecast possibilities, and explore
systems and issues in the sheep/goat industry.
Manage resources to analyze and implement knowledge of
sheep/goat anatomy and Flock Expected Progeny
Differences (FEPDs) to precisely follow a complex
multistep procedure when performing the technical task of
sheep/goat animal selection.
Acquire, analyze, and/or report information using

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.3
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appropriate technology to compare and contrast various
sheep/goat breeds.
Cac9-12.5.5 Discuss the safe and ethical use of current industry
CV12.5.3
standard tools and emerging technologies in sheep/goat
animal identification and processing of young.
Cac9-12.5.6 Explore possible careers in the sheep/goat industry based
CV12.1.1
on personal interests.
Cac9-12.5.7 Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
CV12.1.4
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome

Cac9-12.6

Cac9-12.6.1
Cac9-12.6.2

Components

Cac9-12.6.3
Cac9-12.6.4
Cac9-12.6.5
Cac9-12.6.6
Cac9-12.6.7
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Students will analyze the swine industry, its trends, and
utilize appropriate terminology. Students will compare and
contrast breeds of swine and evaluate swine animals.
Students will investigate current industry identification
methods and careers in the swine industry.
Determine the meaning of key terms and other contentspecific words and phrases as they are used in the swine
industry and apply them appropriately to communicate
clearly and effectively in classroom discussions.
Identify industry trends, forecast possibilities, and explore
systems and issues in the swine industry.
Manage resources to analyze and implement knowledge of
swine anatomy and EPDs to precisely follow a complex
multistep procedure when performing the technical task of
swine animal selection.
Acquire, analyze, and/or report information using
appropriate technology to compare and contrast various
swine breeds.
Discuss the safe and ethical use of current industry
standard tools and emerging technologies in swine animal
identification and processing of young.
Explore possible careers in the swine industry based on
personal interests.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
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Students will analyze the poultry industry, its trends, and
utilize appropriate terminology. Students will compare and
Standard
Outcome
contrast breeds of poultry and evaluate poultry animals
Cac9-12.7
Reference
and products. Students will investigate careers in the
poultry industry.
Cac9-12.7.1 Determine the meaning of key terms and other contentCV12.2.1
specific words and phrases as they are used in the poultry
CV12.4.2
industry and apply them appropriately to communicate
clearly and effectively in classroom discussions.
Cac9-12.7.2 Identify industry trends, forecast possibilities, and explore
CV12.3.2
systems and issues in the poultry industry.
Cac9-12.7.3 Manage resources to analyze and implement knowledge of
CV12.5.1
poultry anatomy to precisely follow a complex multistep
CV12.4.4
procedure when performing the technical task of poultry
animal selection.
Cac9-12.7.4 Productively follow a complex multistep procedure, taking
CV12.4.4
constraints and priorities into account, when performing
CV12.5.2
interior and exterior egg grading.
Cac9-12.7.5 Acquire, analyze, and/or report information using
CV12.4.3
appropriate technology to compare and contrast various
poultry breeds.
Cac9-12.7.6 Explore possible careers in the poultry industry based on
CV12.1.1
personal interests.
Cac9-12.7.7 Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
CV12.1.4
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Outcome

Cac9-12.8

Cac9-12.8.1

Components

Cac9-12.8.2
Cac9-12.8.3
Cac9-12.8.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will create a career plan for an agricultural career
covered in previous units that incorporates all aspects of
the career based on their personal interests.
Evaluate current interest in an agricultural career to set
career goals.
Explore an agricultural career outlook potential utilizing
all available resources.
Create an educational and career plan based on an
agricultural career interest from the course.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
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9th-12th Grade Agriculture: Agriculture and Natural Resources II
Purpose
Statement

Outcome

Cag9-12.1

Cag9-12.1.1

Components

Cag9-12.1.2
Cag9-12.1.3
Cag9-12.1.4
Cag9-12.1.5

Outcome

Cag9-12.2
Cag9-12.2.1

Components

Cag9-12.2.2
Cag9-12.2.3
Cag9-12.2.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will refine leadership and public speaking skills. Students will
demonstrate critical thinking and problem solving through the
exploration of natural resource topics including aquaculture, wildlife
and rangeland management, energy resources, agronomy, and
environmental science.

Students will research, write, and present a 6-8 minute
prepared public speech on a current agricultural issue or
topic utilizing APA citation and answer questions from a
panel pertaining to the speech topic.
Employ valid and reliable research to write a 6-8 minute
speech script on a current agricultural issue or topic in
which the development, organization, and style are
appropriate to the task, purpose, and audience.
Present the original speech communicating clearly,
effectively, and with reason.
Using valid and reliable research and applying prior
knowledge, clearly and effectively answer questions from a
panel pertaining to the speech.
Apply safe, legal, and responsible use of information by
using APA format in citing sources used in the manuscript
and presentation.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will identify and analyze aquaculture systems and
organisms in order to implement a classroom system.
Students will monitor, analyze, and maintain tank health
and demonstrate industry standard harvesting methods.
Students will investigate careers associated with
aquaculture.
Utilize valid and reliable research strategies and prior
knowledge to compare and contrast aquaculture systems.
Identify and explore the complex aquaculture system in
the classroom and the components within the system.
Use the classroom aquaculture system manual or
associated resources to analyze and implement the system,
explain the functions of the system components, and
describe how to maintain each.
Compare and contrast aquatic species that can thrive in the
classroom system, determine which species is best suited
to the classroom, and explain the environmental and

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
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economic impacts.
Cag9-12.2.5 Work productively as a team to identify elements of tank
CV12.2.3
health based on water quality, precisely perform the multi- CV12.4.2
step tests associated with those elements, and report out
CV12.4.3
the results.
CV12.4.4
Cag9-12.2.6 Analyze results from water quality tests, acquire and
CV12.3.2
identify trends from past results, consider environmental
CV12.3.4
impacts, and make recommendations for the health of the
CV12.4.3
system.
Cag9-12.2.7 Identify and perform safe, ethical, and humane harvesting
CV12.3.4
of system organisms, while considering the social and
CV12.5.3
economic impacts.
Cag9-12.2.8 Explore possible careers in aquaculture based on personal
CV12.1.1
interests.
Cag9-12.2.9 Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
CV12.1.4
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome

Cag9-12.3

Cag9-12.3.1
Cag9-12.3.2

Components

Cag9-12.3.3
Cag9-12.3.4
Cag9-12.3.5
Cag9-12.3.6
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Students will identify Wyoming wildlife and analyze
problems associated with population and predator
management to offer solutions. Students will compare and
contrast taxidermic methods and investigate wildlife
management careers.
Employ valid and reliable research strategies and apply
prior knowledge to identify Wyoming wildlife species
within the designated hunting classifications according to
their physical characteristics and habitat.
Identify and define authentic problems and significant
questions within Wyoming wildlife and predator
population management.
Employ valid research strategies, creativity, and
innovation to offer solutions to wildlife and predator
population management, while considering environmental,
social, and economic impacts of these solutions.
Work productively in teams while using global competence
to identify, compare and contrast taxidermic methods.
Explore possible careers in wildlife management based on
personal interests.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
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Outcome

Cag9-12.4
Cag9-12.4.1

Components

Cag9-12.4.2

Cag9-12.4.3
Cag9-12.4.4

Outcome

Cag9-12.5

Cag9-12.5.1
Cag9-12.5.2

Components

Cag9-12.5.3
Cag9-12.5.4
Cag9-12.5.5
Cag9-12.5.6
Cag9-12.5.7
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Students will identify, compare and contrast renewable
and nonrenewable energy resources and determine the
problems associated with each. Students will debate the
advantages and disadvantages of renewable and
nonrenewable resources. Students will evaluate careers in
this industry.
Identify and define renewable and nonrenewable
resources and determine the problems associated with
each.
Work as a team to communicate clearly, effectively and
with reason, the advantages and disadvantages of
renewable and nonrenewable energy resources while
modeling integrity, ethical leadership, and effective
management skills.
Evaluate possible careers in the energy industry based on
personal interests.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will identify rangeland plants and evaluate range
sites and determine appropriate use. Students will
accurately calculate stocking rates and investigate
rangeland management careers.
Analyze plant anatomical features to implement and use
current industry-standard classification systems to
identify Wyoming rangeland grasses, forbs and shrubs.
Compare and contrast range sites and determine authentic
problems associated with their use.
Analyze and diagnose the condition of a range site and
determine appropriate use, while considering the
environmental, social and economic impacts.
Explain the meaning of key terms and other content
specific words and phrases as they are used in rangeland
management materials and stocking rates.
Precisely follow a complex multistep procedure when
calculating stocking rates, while taking constraints,
priorities and resources into account.
Explore possible careers in wildlife management based on
personal interests.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
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Outcome

Cag9-12.6

Cag9-12.6.1
Cag9-12.6.2
Cag9-12.6.3

Components

Cag9-12.6.4
Cag9-12.6.5
Cag9-12.6.6
Cag9-12.6.7

Outcome

Cag9-12.7
Cag9-12.7.1

Components

Cag9-12.7.2
Cag9-12.7.3
Cag9-12.7.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will identify agronomic problem plants, compare
and contrast irrigation systems and determine fertilizer
Standard
requirements. Students will debate herbicide/pesticide use
Reference
and develop an Integrated Pest Management Plan.
Students will investigate careers in the agronomy industry.
Identify and define plants that cause problems in
CV12.3.1
agronomic systems.
Communicate clearly, effectively and with reason the
CV12.2.1
similarities and differences in diverse irrigation systems.
Analyze, diagnose and report information related to
CV12.4.3
fertilizer need, choice, application rate and application
method for a plot of land.
Work productively in teams while using global
CV12.2.2
competence, and considering the environmental, social and CV12.3.4
economic impacts of decisions to debate the use of
herbicides and/or pesticides.
Utilize technology to develop innovative solutions through
CV12.5.4
an Integrated Pest Management plan.
Explore possible careers in the agronomy industry based
CV12.1.1
on personal interests.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
CV12.1.4
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Students will analyze and diagnose water channel health,
utilize soil properties to define problems associated with
soil and analyze soil properties to determine land
capability classifications. Students will develop a waste
management plan for an agricultural and natural resource
enterprise and investigate careers in environmental
science.
Safely and ethically use current industry standard tools to
follow a complex multistep procedure when performing
technical tasks to evaluate the physical, biological, and
chemical properties to diagnose the health of a local water
channel.
Identify and define authentic problems and significant
questions in the agricultural industry when considering
soil texture, color, profile, nutrient levels and moisture
holding capacity.
Productively complete soil texturizing, percolation testing,
and land capability classification tasks taking constraints,
priorities and resources into account.
Develop a waste management plan for an agricultural
enterprise that takes into account constraints, priorities,
and resources, while considering environmental, social and

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.2
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economic impacts.
Cag9-12.7.5 Explore possible careers in environmental science based
CV12.1.1
on personal interests.
Cag9-12.7.6 Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
CV12.1.4
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).
Outcome

Cag9-12.8

Cag9-12.8.1

Components

Cag9-12.8.2
Cag9-12.8.3
Cag9-12.8.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will create a career plan for an agricultural and
natural resource career that incorporates all aspects of the
career based on their personal interests.
Evaluate current interest in agricultural and natural
resource career to set career goals.
Explore agricultural and natural resource career outlook
potential utilizing all available resources.
Create an educational and career plan based on an
agricultural and natural resource career interest from the
course.
Demonstrate employability skills that enable students to
be responsible and contributing citizens and employees
(e.g., punctuality, time management, preparedness, and
other soft skills).

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
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Course

9th – 12th Grade
Film and Television I

9th – 12th Grade
Film and Television II

Back to Table of Contents

Summary of Purpose Statements: Audio/Visual and Communications

Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is new or
different at this level that the student will accomplish.

Students will engage in the collaborative process of filmmaking allowing them to explore a broad area of study or to
focus on a specific area of interest.

Students will engage in the collaborative process of filmmaking allowing them to demonstrate competency in a broad
area of study or to focus on a specific area of interest in the media arts. Students will create narrative and documentary
films to explore the personal variations within the art form that will lead to discovery of their own style.
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1.3 Prepare educational and career plan

Course

Film and Television I
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

Film and Television II
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
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5.4 Utilize technology to develop innovate
solutions or products

5.3 Safely and ethically use industry tools and
technologies

Technical Literacy

5.2 Complete tasks taking into account constraints,
priorities, and resources

Standard 4

5.1 Manage resources and implement systems

4.4 Follow complex multistep procedure

4.3 Acquire, use, and report information using
technology

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

4.2 Determine meaning of symbols, terms, and
words in technical text

Standard 3

4.1 Produce clear and coherent writing

3.4 Creativity and innovation considering impacts
of decisions

3.3 Valid and reliable research strategies to solve
problems or complete projects

Communication and
Collaboration

3.2 Trends, forecast possibilities and explore
complex systems and issues

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: Audio/Visual and Communications
Standard 2

3.1 Investigate authentic problems and significant
questions

2.4 Apply safe, legal, responsible use of
information and technology

2.3 Work productively in teams using cultural
global competence

Career Development
and Readiness

2.2 Model integrity, ethical leadership and
management skills

Standard 1

2.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with
reason

1.4 Demonstrate employability skills

1.2 Explore careers using mentors and industry
experts

1.1 Set career goals

Audio/Visual and Communications

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Technical Proficiency
and Productivity

Standard 5
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How to Read the Audio/Visual and Communications Curriculum
Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or
in this course; points out what is new or different at this level that the student
will accomplish.

9th-12th Grade Audio/Visual and Communications: Film and Television I
Purpose
Statement:

Students will engage in the collaborative process of filmmaking allowing them
to explore a broad area of study or to focus on a specific area of interest.
Outcome aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected
result of student learning for a grade level or course.

Outcome
Student groups will examine key filmmaking elements. They will
CtI9-12.1
then create storyboards and a production schedule.
CtI9-12.1.1 Analyze the storytelling structure of a scene by breaking it down
into individual shots (e.g., dialectic montage, metric montage,
cut, and dissolve).

Components

CtI9-12.1.2 Break down a shot into its compositional parts so that its
emotional and psychological content may be analyzed (e.g.,
framing, color, space, movement).

CtI9-12.1.3 Examine how a film director controls a film's artistic and
dramatic aspects, visualizes the script, and guides the technical
crew and cast in the fulfillment of that vision.
CtI9-12.1.4 Examine how a cinematographer controls a film's artistic and
dramatic aspects, and visualizes the script.

Component Code
CtI9-12.1.3= Content Area
(Career & Vocational
Education)

CtI9-12.1.3= Course
(Film & Television I)

CtI9-12.1.3= Grade Span
CtI9-12.1.3= Outcome

CtI9-12.1.3= Component

Back to Table of Contents

Components aligned to standards and

benchmarks, components are specific concepts
or skills necessary for students to know and do
in order to meet an outcome.

Audio/Visual
Communications Course Key
tI = Film & Television I

tII = Film & Television II

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.1

State Career &
Vocational Education
Standard & Benchmark
CV12.5.1= Content Area
CV12.5.1= Grade Level
(End of Grade Span)
CV12.5.1=Standard
CV12.5.1= Benchmark
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9th-12th Grade Audio/Visual and Communications: Film and Television I
Purpose
Statement

Students will engage in the collaborative process of filmmaking
allowing them to explore a broad area of study or to focus on a specific
area of interest.

Student groups will examine key filmmaking elements.
They will then create storyboards and a production
CtI9-12.1
schedule.
CtI9-12.1.1 Analyze the storytelling structure of a scene by breaking it
down into individual shots (e.g., dialectic montage, metric
montage, cut, and dissolve).

Outcome

Components

CtI9-12.1.2 Break down a shot into its compositional parts so that its

emotional and psychological content may be analyzed (e.g.,
framing, color, space, movement).

CtI9-12.1.3 Examine how a film director controls a film's artistic and

dramatic aspects, visualizes the script, and guides the
technical crew and cast in the fulfillment of that vision.
CtI9-12.1.4 Examine how a cinematographer controls a film's artistic
and dramatic aspects, and visualizes the script.
CtI9-12.1.5 Create storyboards and a production schedule.

Students will integrate key production elements to
collaboratively create and evaluate a compelling film
CtI9-12.2
production.
CtI9-12.2.1 Create cinematography that communicates the story and
characters in an aesthetically appealing way.

Components

CtI9-12.2.2 Direct a project that displays a well-managed and coherent

vision utilizing the storyboards and production schedule.

Back to Table of Contents

production's aesthetic.

CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4

Standard
Reference

Outcome

CtI9-12.2.3 Explore appropriate editing techniques that realize the

Standard
Reference

CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
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CtI9-12.2.4 Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the
CV12.2.1
projects.
CV12.4.3

Students will apply and evaluate key sound design and
scoring elements to collaboratively create a radio play
CtI9-12.3
production.
CtI9-12.3.1 Analyze the storytelling structure of a radio play script by
breaking it down and specifically looking for story and
character elements.
CtI9-12.3.2 Write a clearly defined first draft of the radio play script
including key sounds to be used in the production.

Outcome

Components

CtI9-12.3.3 Record the talent and sound effects.
CtI9-12.3.4 Compose the musical score (i.e., scoring elements) and

record it.

CtI9-12.3.5 Utilizing the script, create and direct recordings that

communicate the story and characters in a technically
sound way.

CtI9-12.3.6 Edit and mix the final product so the audio levels are

correct and dramatically serve the script.

CtI9-12.3.7 Listen to and analyze the successes and failures of the

Outcome

projects.

Students will analyze and integrate key screenplay

CtI9-12.4
elements to collaboratively create and revise a screenplay.
CtI9-12.4.1 Analyze the storytelling structure of a screenplay by

Components

breaking it down and specifically looking for story and
character elements (e.g., three act structure and
formatting) and screenplays are “re-written.”
CtI9-12.4.2 Come to consensus about what the screenplay will be.
Develop an approach to the project.

CtI9-12.4.3 Write a clearly defined (e.g., three plot points) first draft of

the screenplay.

CtI9-12.4.4 Read and analyze the successes and failures of the
Back to Table of Contents

screenplays while peer coaching (e.g., giving notes) each
other through the process. Writers will look for trends in

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.2
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the written feedback from the different groups.
CtI9-12.4.5 Write a clearly defined second draft of the screenplay
CV12.4.1
based on the notes.
CV12.4.3

Students will analyze and interpret historical short films
(and their significance) and emulate key pre-production
Outcome
CtI9-12.5
filmmaking elements to collaboratively create a short film
production.
CtI9-12.5.1 Analyze the storytelling structure of short films by
breaking several down into filmmaking elements (i.e., preproduction, production, and post-production).
CtI9-12.5.2 Analyze important historical short films and determine
why they are significant.
Components

CtI9-12.5.3 Come to consensus about what the short film will be.

Develop an approach to the project.

CtI9-12.5.4 Write a clearly defined first draft of the screenplay.
CtI9-12.5.5 Read and analyze the successes and failures of the

screenplays while peer coaching (e.g., giving notes) each
other through the process. Writers will look for trends in
the written feedback from the different groups.
CtI9-12.5.6 Write a clearly defined second draft of the screenplay
based on the notes.
CtI9-12.5.7 Create a storyboard and schedule for the production that
fosters an environment in which the creative talents of the
cast and crew can flourish.

Students will integrate key production and postproduction filmmaking elements to collaboratively create
CtI9-12.6
and revise a short film and analyze it.
CtI9-12.6.1 Create cinematography that communicates the story and
characters in an aesthetically appealing way.

Outcome

Components

CtI9-12.6.2 Direct a project that displays a well-managed and coherent

vision utilizing the storyboards and production schedule.

CtI9-12.6.3 Explore appropriate post editing techniques that realize

the production's aesthetic.

CtI9-12.6.4 Explore appropriate post sound editing and composing

Back to Table of Contents

techniques that realize the production's aesthetic.

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.4
Standard
Reference
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
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CV12.5.4
CtI9-12.6.5 Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the
CV12.2.1
projects.
CV12.4.3

Analyze the importance of production marketing and the
planning involved. Students will create marketing devices
CtI9-12.7
that include a trailer, poster, and lobby cards.
CtI9-12.7.1 Define the demographic.

Outcome

Components

CtI9-12.7.2 Produce an appropriate trailer.
CtI9-12.7.3 Create a full size marquee poster that markets to the

demographic of the film. Create lobby cards to help appeal
to the audience during the premiere of the film.

CtI9-12.7.4 Analyze the successes and failures of the projects.

Students will choose which filmmaking career they are
interested in pursuing. Students will then create and
CtI9-12.8
analyze a digital “reel” for that particular career.
CtI9-12.8.1 Create a digital reel that highlights the student’s best work.

Components

Outcome

CtI9-12.8.2 Depending on the position, ensure that the demo reel is

targeted specifically to an individual skill or job function
(e.g., director, editor, director of photography, animator,
and gaffer).
CtI9-12.8.3 Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the reels.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.3
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9th-12th Grade Audio/Visual and Communications: Film and Television II

Purpose
Statement

Students will engage in the collaborative process of filmmaking
allowing them to demonstrate competency in a broad area of study or
to focus on a specific area of interest in the media arts. Students will
create narrative and documentary films to explore the personal
variations within the art form that will lead to discovery of their own
style.

Students will apply and develop skills that go into creating
a successful documentary. Students will produce their
CtII9-12.1
own documentary.
CtII9-12.1.1 Develop a group hypothesis or vision about life itself that
will inform the entire documentary vision (e.g., In life I
believe that____. The documentary will show this in action
by exploring____.).
CtII9-12.1.2 Choose and contact the interviewee and begin building
trust by sharing the hypothesis and discussing how “deep”
the interview is going to go. Discuss an order for openended questions to determine what makes this person who
he or she is.
CtII9-12.1.3 Create a clearly defined schedule for the production and
foster an environment in which the creative talents of the
cast and crew can flourish (e.g., locations, times, props,
talent).

Components

Outcome

CtII9-12.1.4 Create cinematography that communicates the story and

characters in an aesthetically appealing way. Shoot the
interview, record b-roll (i.e., footage). Collect important
photos and archival video.
CtII9-12.1.5 Use appropriate microphones and try to cut down on
interference and noise as much as possible.
CtII9-12.1.6 Demonstrate appropriate editing techniques that realize
the production's aesthetic. Keep in mind that a great
documentary plot will follow the dramatic curve and
sometimes this will unfold in the edit.
CtII9-12.1.7 Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the

projects (e.g., overall effect, cinematography, sound).

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.3
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Students will apply and develop skills that go into creating
a successful 30-second Public Service Announcement.
Standard
Outcome
CtII9-12.2
Students will produce a 30-second spot for a local nonReference
profit and finally get approval to broadcast the spot.
CtII9-12.2.1 Come to a group consensus about what PSA will be
CV12.2.1
produced.
CV12.3.1
CtII9-12.2.2 Keeping the purpose of the PSA in mind (i.e., convincing
CV12.2.1
the viewers to take some kind of action) students will
CV12.2.3
compose a script in the correct format (i.e., split video and
CV12.4.1
audio).
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CtII9-12.2.3 Create a clearly defined schedule for the production and
CV12.2.1
foster an environment in which the creative talents of the
CV12.2.2
cast and crew can flourish (e.g., locations, times, props,
CV12.3.3
talent).
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CtII9-12.2.4 Create cinematography that communicates the story and
CV12.5.1
characters in an aesthetically appealing way.
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CtII9-12.2.5 Direct the PSA in a way that displays a well-managed and
CV12.2.1
coherent vision.
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CtII9-12.2.6 Apply appropriate editing, sound editing, and composing
CV12.5.1
techniques that realize the production's aesthetic.
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CtII9-12.2.7 Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the
CV12.2.1
projects (e.g., overall effect, cinematography, sound).
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3
CtII9-12.2.8 Obtain approval from the non-profit. If needed, changes
CV12.2.2
will be made if need be before broadcast.
CV12.5.2

Components

Students will develop and apply skills that go into creating
a traditional news package. Students review examples of
Outcome
CtII9-12.3
successful stories to better understand the process.
Students will produce their own news package.
CtII9-12.3.1 Evaluate and analyze several news reporting techniques
including but not limited to reporter standup, voice over,
natural sound, b-roll, sound on tape, sound-bites.
CtII9-12.3.2 Locate, research, and select a story to produce and choose
an “angle” (e.g., In a story about puppies, one angle could
be, “Puppies are cute.” Another angle could be, “Puppies
carry the most infectious diseases because they are

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
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handled the most at pet stores.”).
CV12.3.4
CtII9-12.3.3 Report, shoot, interview, and write voice-over
CV12.2.1
simultaneously.
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CtII9-12.3.4 Demonstrate appropriate editing, sound editing, and
CV12.3.3
composing techniques that realize the production's
CV12.3.4
aesthetic. What is being said and what we see onscreen
CV12.4.3
throughout your story should correspond in a way that
CV12.5.4
makes sense (i.e., referencing).
CtII9-12.3.5 Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the
CV12.2.1
projects (e.g., overall effect, cinematography, sound).
CV12.3.2

Outcome

Students will develop and apply the skills in order to

CtII9-12.4
produce a dynamic fight scene.
CtII9-12.4.1 Evaluate several fight scenes. Analyze and practice

techniques including but not limited to crossing the axis,
angle, framing, and telephoto lens use to compress space.
CtII9-12.4.2 Come to a group consensus about why the characters are
fighting to determine dramatic context for the situation.

Components

CtII9-12.4.3 Choreograph the scene (i.e., create a shot list) while

creating options during the scene. For example, person A
throws a right hook, person B ducks or blocks.

CtII9-12.4.4 Scout a location that fits the dramatics of the scene. Obtain

permission if necessary.

CtII9-12.4.5 Create cinematography that communicates the story in an

aesthetically appealing way.

CtII9-12.4.6 Demonstrate appropriate editing, sound editing, and

composing techniques that realize the production's
aesthetic.

CtII9-12.4.7 Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the

projects (e.g., overall effect, cinematography, sound).

Students will demonstrate the various stages of
CtII9-12.5
filmmaking in great detail by creating a short film.
CtII9-12.5.1 Come to consensus about what the filmed project will be.
Develop a refined approach to the project.
Outcome

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
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CV12.3.1
CtII9-12.5.2 Write a clearly defined (e.g., five plot points) and wellCV12.2.1
structured first draft of the screenplay.
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.3
CtII9-12.5.3 Read and analyze the successes and failures of the
CV12.2.1
screenplays while peer coaching (e.g., giving notes) each
CV12.2.3
other through the process. Writers will look for trends in
CV12.3.2
the written feedback from the different groups.
CtII9-12.5.4 Write a clearly defined second draft of the screenplay
CV12.4.1
based on feedback.
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CtII9-12.5.5 Create a clearly defined and more complex storyboard and
CV12.2.1
schedule for the production. Foster an environment in
CV12.4.2
which the creative talents of the cast and crew can flourish. CV12.4.4
CtII9-12.5.6 Create cinematography that communicates the story and

characters in an aesthetically appealing way. The
cinematographer is the author of light in the film.
CtII9-12.5.7 Direct an advanced project that displays a well-managed
and coherent vision. The director is the author of the
performances.

CtII9-12.5.8 Demonstrate advanced editing techniques that realize the

production's aesthetic.

CtII9-12.5.9 Demonstrate advanced sound editing and composing

techniques that realize the production's aesthetic.

CtII9-12.5.10

Outcome

Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the
projects.
Students will strategically create a cohesive and

Components

CtII9-12.6
compelling short film marketing strategy.
CtII9-12.6.1 While considering marketing strategies, the demographic,

and the local market, determine what marketing devices
will be created and how they will be used.

CtII9-12.6.2 Create multiple effective marketing devices that fit the film.
CtII9-12.6.3 Implement the marketing devices targeting the identified

demographic.

CtII9-12.6.4 Analyze the successes and failures of the marketing

Back to Table of Contents

devices.

CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.3
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Outcome

CtII9-12.7

CtII9-12.7.1

Components

CtII9-12.7.2
CtII9-12.7.3
CtII9-12.7.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will research and refine which filmmaking career
they are interested in pursuing. Students will then create a
“reel” (or update the existing digital reel to reflect their
most recent work) and receive feedback for that particular
career.
Research careers including outlook, salary, needed
training, and duties. Utilize available resources or industry
experts. Identify a career of interest.
Create or update a reel that highlights the student’s best
work.
Depending on the position, ensure that the demo reel is
targeted specifically to an individual skill or job function
(e.g., director, editor, director of photography, animator,
and gaffer).
Screen and analyze the successes and failures of the reels.
Explore soliciting ideas from industry professionals.

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.3
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Course

9th -12th Grade
Accounting

Summary of Purpose Statements: Business

Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is
new or different at this level that the student will accomplish.

Students will demonstrate basic bookkeeping skills needed in personal and business situations by identifying,
evaluating, and recording financial information using the accounting formula.

Students will create and present the appropriate documents and presentations by applying the skills to select,
9th -12th Grade
format, edit, and deliver information as directed. Students will analyze and identify the correct document to
Computer Applications I
present the information to the appropriate audience and situation.
9th -12th Grade
Introductory Business

Students will develop strategies that relate to the real world which indicate their knowledge of basic business
principles. Students will use business skills in a real world setting.

Students will use a school store setting to analyze, evaluate, demonstrate, and conduct appropriate marketing
9th -12th Grade
operations. Students will create documents, operate point of sale software, and market products in a real
Marking Comprehensive
business setting.

Back to Table of Contents
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Marketing
Comprehensive

Back to Table of Contents
Accounting
✫
✫

Computer Applications I
✫
✫

Introductory Business
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫

5.4 Utilize technology to develop innovate
solutions or products

5.3 Safely and ethically use industry tools and
technologies

Standard 4

5.2 Complete tasks taking into account
constraints, priorities, and resources

Technical Literacy

5.1 Manage resources and implement systems

4.4 Follow complex multistep procedure

4.3 Acquire, use, and report information using
technology

Standard 3

4.2 Determine meaning of symbols, terms, and
words in technical text

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

4.1 Produce clear and coherent writing

3.4 Creativity and innovation considering impacts
of decisions

3.3 Valid and reliable research strategies to solve
problems or complete projects

Standard 2

3.2 Trends, forecast possibilities and explore
complex systems and issues

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: Business
Communication and
Collaboration
3.1 Investigate authentic problems and significant
questions

2.4 Apply safe, legal, responsible use of
information and technology

2.3 Work productively in teams using cultural
global competence

Standard 1

2.2 Model integrity, ethical leadership and
management skills

Career Development
and Readiness

2.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with
reason

1.4 Demonstrate employability skills

1.3 Prepare educational and career plan

1.2 Explore careers using mentors and industry
experts

1.1 Set career goals

Business

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Technical Proficiency
and Productivity

Standard 5
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How to Read the Business Curriculum
Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or
in this course; points out what is new or different at this level that the student
will accomplish.

9th-12th Grade Business: Accounting
Purpose
Statement:

Students will demonstrate basic bookkeeping skills needed in personal and
business situations by identifying, evaluating, and recording financial
information using the accounting formula.

Outcome aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected
result of student learning for a grade level or course.

Components

Outcome
Ca9-12.1
Ca9-12.1.1
Ca9-12.1.2
Ca9-12.1.3
Ca9-12.1.4

Students will use the basic accounting equation and analyze
financial transactions to determine debits and credits.
Compare and contrast sole proprietorship and corporation.
Explain why the basic accounting equation is the foundation of
record keeping.
Identify accounts as assets, liabilities, or owner’s equity and
indicate the normal balances for each.
Use the basic accounting equation to compute
Assets = Liabilities + Owner’s Equity.

Component Code
Ca9-12.1.3= Content Area
(Career & Vocational
Education)

Ca9-12.1.3= Course
(Accounting)

Ca9-12.1.3= Grade Span
Ca9-12.1.3= Outcome

Ca9-12.1.3= Component

Back to Table of Contents

Components aligned to standards and

benchmarks, components are specific concepts
or skills necessary for students to know and do
in order to meet an outcome.

Business Course Key
a = Accounting

b = Introductory Business

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.3

State Career &
Vocational Education
Standard & Benchmark
CV12.4.2= Content Area
CV12.4.2= Grade Level
(End of Grade Span)
CV12.4.2=Standard
CV12.4.2= Benchmark

c = Computer Applications I
m = Marketing
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9th-12th Grade Business: Accounting
Purpose
Statement
Outcome
Ca9-12.1

Ca9-12.1.1

Components

Ca9-12.1.2
Ca9-12.1.3
Ca9-12.1.4
Ca9-12.1.5

Students will demonstrate basic bookkeeping skills needed in personal
and business situations by identifying, evaluating, and recording
financial information using the accounting formula.
Students will use the basic accounting equation and
analyze financial transactions to determine debits and
credits.
Compare and contrast sole proprietorship and
corporation.
Explain why the basic accounting equation is the
foundation of record keeping.
Identify accounts as assets, liabilities, or owner’s equity
and indicate the normal balances for each.
Use the basic accounting equation to compute
Assets = Liabilities + Owner’s Equity.
Analyze transactions to determine the debits and credits.

Ca9-12.2.1

Students will journalize and post transactions using the
double-entry accounting method and prepare a chart of
accounts.
Follow correct procedure to journalize transactions.

Ca9-12.2.3
Ca9-12.2.4
Ca9-12.2.5

Prove cash.
Prepare a chart of accounts.
Post transactions in a journal to the general ledger.

Outcome
Ca9-12.2

Components

Ca9-12.2.2

Ca9-12.2.6

Outcome

Components

Ca9-12.3
Ca9-12.3.1
Ca9-12.3.2
Ca9-12.3.3
Ca9-12.3.4

Back to Table of Contents

Prove and rule a journal page.

Post column totals in a journal to the general ledger.
Students will manage cash control systems.
Correctly complete checks and check stubs.
Record voided checks in the journal.
Reconcile a bank statement.

Establish and replenish the petty cash fund.

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.1
Standard
Reference
CV12.4.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
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Standard
Outcome
Students will prepare a worksheet.
Ca9-12.4
Reference
Ca9-12.4.1 Apply the double-entry system of accounting to record
CV12.4.4
business transactions and prepare a trial balance.
Ca9-12.4.2 Plan and record adjusting entries.
CV12.4.3
Ca9-12.4.3 Extend balance sheet and income statement account
CV12.4.3
balances.
CV12.5.2
Ca9-12.4.4 Calculate and record net income/net loss on a worksheet.
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.2
Outcome

Components

Ca9-12.5
Ca9-12.5.1
Ca9-12.5.2

Outcome

Ca9-12.6
Ca9-12.6.1
Ca9-12.6.2
Ca9-12.6.3

Outcome

Ca9-12.7
Ca9-12.7.1

Components

Ca9-12.7.2
Ca9-12.7.3
Ca9-12.7.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will prepare and assess an income statement
and a balance sheet to make informed business decisions.
Format and complete an income statement and balance
sheet.
As a team, assess the financial condition and operating
results of a company and analyze and interpret financial
statements.

Students will record closing entries in a journal and
prepare a post-closing trial balance.
Adjust accounts based on amount used during fiscal
period.
Record closing entries for permanent and temporary
accounts.
Prepare post-closing trial balance.
Students will prepare payroll records.

Standard
Reference
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.4.4

Calculate employees’ total earnings including regular and
overtime hours.
Calculate employees’ withholding taxes (i.e., federal
income tax, social security tax, Medicare tax, voluntary
deductions).
Prepare payroll register.
Prepare employee earnings records and payroll checks.

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
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Students will apply accounting concepts and practices
Standard
Outcome
Ca9-12.8
related to a merchandising corporation.
Reference
Ca9-12.8.1 Journalize purchases of merchandise, cash payments, and
CV12.4.4
petty cash reimbursement.
Ca9-12.8.2 Journalize sales on account and cash receipts.
CV12.4.4
Ca9-12.8.3 Post to ledgers appropriate for a merchandising business.
CV12.4.4
Ca9-12.8.4 Complete payroll recordkeeping duties including taxes
CV12.2.4
and reports.
CV12.4.4
Outcome
Ca9-12.9

Ca9-12.9.1

Components

Ca9-12.9.2
Ca9-12.9.3
Ca9-12.9.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will demonstrate career development and
employability skills while addressing the legal and ethical
responsibilities of accountants.
Determine the importance of and demonstrate
employability and entrepreneurship skills.
Explain the need for a code of ethics in accounting and
the ethical responsibilities required of accountants.
Demonstrate legal and responsible use of accounting
procedures.
Explore the accounting career field including outlook,
salary, needed training, and duties as it applies to
personal interests.

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.4.1
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9th-12th Grade Business: Computer Applications I
Purpose
Statement
Outcome
Cc9-12.1

Cc9-12.1.1
Cc9-12.1.2
Cc9-12.1.3
Cc9-12.1.4

Components

Cc9-12.1.5
Cc9-12.1.6
Cc9-12.1.7
Cc9-12.1.8
Cc9-12.1.9

Cc9-12.1.10

Outcome

Cc9-12.2
Cc9-12.2.1
Cc9-12.2.2
Cc9-12.2.3

Back to Table of Contents

Students will create and present the appropriate documents and
presentations by applying the skills to select, format, edit, and deliver
information as directed. Students will analyze and identify the correct
document to present the information to the appropriate audience and
situation.
Students will analyze and evaluate information and data
to create appropriate documents for a given situation.
Define vocabulary that correlates to business writing.
Use appropriate formatting to create a personal letter.

Analyze samples of business letters and compare them to
personal letters. Create a business letter using correct
formatting and grammar.
Analyze samples of memos and emails. Create a memo or
email using correct formatting and grammar.
Investigate and analyze job postings to create and
properly format a cover letter and resume that meet the
needs of the job posting(s).
Investigate, research, and compose a report using MLA
formatting.
Design and create a flyer including creative formatting
options (e.g., graphics, shapes, borders).
Construct a personal business card.

Distinguish between types of mailing addresses and
generate a mailing label using proper formatting and
options within the program.
Plan and create a brochure for a given scenario.
Students will analyze and evaluate information and data
to create appropriate spreadsheets for a given situation.
Analyze personal finances to create a budget so that
students can evaluate their finances.
Evaluate and create an inventory spreadsheet to keep an
itemized inventory with running totals.
Design and create an invoice for a given scenario.

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.5.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.5.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.2
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
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Cc9-12.2.4 Analyze data and design a graph based on the given
CV12.3.3
information.
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.2

Outcome

Cc9-12.3
Cc9-12.3.1

Components

Cc9-12.3.2
Cc9-12.3.3
Cc9-12.3.4

Outcome
Components

Cc9-12.4
Cc9-12.4.1
Cc9-12.4.2
Cc9-12.4.3

Outcome
Cc9-12.5

Components

Cc9-12.5.1
Cc9-12.5.2

Back to Table of Contents

Students will complete a Career Unit allowing the student
insight to the hiring process.
Complete an actual job application from a business in
Casper.
Investigate and analyze job postings to create and
properly format a cover letter and resume that meet the
needs of the job posting(s).

Construct a thank you letter after a job interview or guest
speaker's presentation.
Investigate different job opportunities that match the
student skill or interest level.
Students will design and complete a presentation.
Develop an outline for a presentation.

Compare student outlines to their peers’ outline.

Produce a presentation to present to their peers.
Students will complete a project portfolio that will
encompass all the different business writings and
presentation.
Construct a database with the specific information given.
Build a portfolio/business project distinguishing from
the overall lessons.

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.1

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.1
Standard
Reference
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.2
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.4
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9th-12th Grade Business: Introductory Business
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Cb9-12.1
Cb9-12.1.1
Cb9-12.1.2
Cb9-12.1.3

Students will develop strategies that relate to the real world which
indicate their knowledge of basic business principles. Students will use
business skills in a real world setting.
Students will analyze business as it pertains to a global
economic environment.
Define and identify supply, demand, needs, and wants.
Identify and analyze economic choices, and systems.

Components

Choose, select, and analyze economic measures, and
condition changes of business activities.
Cb9-12.1.4 Discuss, compare and contrast international business
basics.
Cb9-12.1.5
Cb9-12.1.6

Outcome

Cb9-12.2
Cb9-12.2.1
Cb9-12.2.2

Components

Cb9-12.2.3
Cb9-12.2.4
Cb9-12.2.5
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Identify global marketplaces and international business
organizations.

Examine and explain social responsibility, business
ethics, government protection activities, and government
regulation in a global environment.

Students will analyze business organizations and
management structures to plan for career opportunities.
Identify and examine the forms of business ownership
and organization structures of business.
Compare and contrast management functions, style, and
leadership.
Discuss ethical management and leadership.

Discuss basics of human resources and management of
those resources.
Investigate and plan for future career opportunities.

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.4.1

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.4.1
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Students will investigate, analyze, identify, and explain
Standard
Outcome
business as it pertains to operations, technology, financial
Cb9-12.3
Reference
management, production, and risk management.
Cb9-12.3.1 Discuss the marketing mix including product, price, place
CV12.2.4
and promotion (i.e., the four Ps).
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
Cb9-12.3.2 Design effective products and services.
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.4
Cb9-12.3.3 Discuss and determine proper price of a product and
CV12.2.1
distribution of products.
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.2
Cb9-12.3.4 Discuss and investigate computer systems, application, and CV12.2.1
other technology issues in business.
CV12.2.4
Cb9-12.3.5 Demonstrate the process of financial planning and
CV12.4.1
decision-making.
CV12.4.2
Cb9-12.3.6 Analyze examples of financial records and statements.
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.1
Cb9-12.3.7 Discuss the role of payroll management.
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.4.2
Cb9-12.3.8 Discuss, identify, and compare types of production,
CV12.4.4
production planning, and managing business operations.
Cb9-12.3.9 Discuss risk management.
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
Cb9-12.3.10 Identify and compare insurable and uninsurable risks.
CV12.2.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
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9th-12th Grade Business: Marketing Comprehensive
Purpose
Statement

Students will use a school store setting to analyze, evaluate,
demonstrate, and conduct appropriate marketing operations. Students
will create documents, operate point of sale software, and market
products in a real business setting.

Students will develop a marketing plan by analyzing data
from the marketing mix, a SWOT analysis, and market
Cm9-12.1
research.
Cm9-12.1.1 Describe the marketing mix (i.e., the four Ps of product,
price, place, promotion) and predict how they affect
business operations.
Cm9-12.1.2 Evaluate and determine the components of the marketing
mix for a chosen product.

Components

Outcome

Cm9-12.1.3 Define SWOT analysis.

Cm9-12.1.4 Conduct market research and a SWOT analysis to

determine a company’s current state (i.e., internal and
external factors).
Cm9-12.1.5 Develop a marketing plan.

Outcome

Students will use effective communication skills to

Components

Cm9-12.2.2 Speak to peers about the researched topic using details,

facts, and organization.

Cm9-12.2.3 Prepare a presentation using proper media and include

correct grammar, structure, and spelling.

Cm9-12.2.4 Deliver effective presentation to peers.

Students will analyze promotion opportunities as a way to

Cm9-12.3
motivate buyers.
Cm9-12.3.1 List the roles of product promotions.

Cm9-12.3.2 Research marketing venues and locations.
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CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3

Cm9-12.2
formulate a presentation.
Cm9-12.2.1 Develop speaking skills by conveying unit presentations.

Outcome

Standard
Reference

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
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CV12.3.4
Cm9-12.3.3 Describe sales features and benefits, locations, sales
CV12.2.3
advertisements, customer service, and new product
CV12.3.2
information pertinent to promotions.
CV12.3.4
Cm9-12.3.4 Distinguish between advertising and publicity.
CV12.4.2
Cm9-12.3.5 Compare and contrast categories of promotions, trade,
CV12.3.1
premier coupon, incentive, and customer action required.
CV12.3.4

Students will differentiate between historical and current
advertising, with an emphasis on social media. Students
Cm9-12.4
will design an advertising campaign to sell an idea to peers.
Cm9-12.4.1 Investigate the history of advertising.

Outcome

Components

Cm9-12.4.2 Prepare a list of current trends in advertising and explain

why the trends are successful.

Cm9-12.4.3 Compose social media advertisements.

Cm9-12.4.4 Design an advertising campaign and sell your idea to your

peers over social media.

Cm9-12.4.5 Analyze the various types of media (e.g., broadcast, print)

Outcome

and evaluate the cost of advertisements.

Student will analyze data from a Point of Sale System (POS)

Components

Cm9-12.5
to perform daily operations in a school store setting.
Cm9-12.5.1 Demonstrate proper use of POS Software.
Cm9-12.5.2 Analyze data from POS System to make marketing and

operating decisions.

Cm9-12.5.3 Perform daily operations of a school store setting as a

Outcome

team.

Students will assess a potential career in marketing, as

Cm9-12.6
well as analyze ethics in marketing.
Cm9-12.6.1 Define and interpret business vocabulary.

Components

Cm9-12.6.2 Investigate career opportunities and necessary

education/training within marketing pathways including
job shadowing or discussion with industry experts.

Cm9-12.6.3 Analyze case studies to determine ethical and social

responsibility.
Cm9-12.6.4 Analyze and debate a current issue regarding ethical and
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Standard
Reference
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.1

Standard
Reference
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.1
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.2
Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.2
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social responsibility.

Components

Students will delineate the components of sales, analyze
how a business benefits from meeting customer needs, and
Outcome
Cm9-12.7
demonstrate the characteristics and necessary skills for
effective salesmanship.
Cm9-12.7.1 Identify the characteristics of effective sales.
Cm9-12.7.2 Demonstrate the practices of good salesmanship (i.e.,
through training).
Cm9-12.7.3 Delineate the components of sales (e.g., sales process,

determining needs, product presentation, handling
customers, closing the sale).

Cm9-12.7.4 Decide how customers make buying decisions.
Cm9-12.7.5 Explain how to generate customer leads.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
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Course

6th – 8th Grade
Industrial Technology

Summary of Purpose Statements: Engineering and Design

Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is new or
different at this level that the student will accomplish.

Students will identify and apply fundamental concepts at various levels from the engineering design process to
produce evidence of solving real world, relevant problems as they explore career opportunities and skills.

9th – 12th Grade
Students will apply fundamental concepts of drafting and design through interpretation and creation of technical
Engineering Graphics I drawings while using industry recognized technologies and techniques.

9th – 12th Grade
Students will design, model, and implement solutions to various complex problems through utilization of industry
Engineering Graphics II recognized technologies.
9th – 12th Grade
Introduction to
Robotics Engineering

9th – 12th Grade
Robotics Engineering I

Back to Table of Contents

Students will be guided through the identification and application of fundamental concepts from the engineering
design process to solve problems related to complex robotic systems.

Students will collaboratively analyze and solve unique, complex, problems through the construction and fabrication of
robotic prototypes and systems in a student guided format.
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Engineering and Design
9th – 12th Grade
Engineering Graphics I
6th – 8th Grade
Industrial Technology

9th – 12th Grade
Engineering Graphics II

9th – 12th Grade
Introduction to Robotics
Engineering
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5.4 Utilize technology to develop innovate
solutions or products

5.3 Safely and ethically use industry tools and
technologies

Technical Literacy

5.2 Complete tasks taking into account
constraints, priorities, and resources

Standard 4

5.1 Manage resources and implement systems

4.4 Follow complex multistep procedure

4.3 Acquire, use, and report information using
technology

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving
4.2 Determine meaning of symbols, terms, and
words in technical text

Standard 3

4.1 Produce clear and coherent writing

3.4 Creativity and innovation considering
impacts of decisions

3.3 Valid and reliable research strategies to
solve problems or complete projects

Communication and
Collaboration
3.2 Trends, forecast possibilities and explore
complex systems and issues

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: Engineering and Design
Standard 2

3.1 Investigate authentic problems and
significant questions

2.4 Apply safe, legal, responsible use of
information and technology

2.3 Work productively in teams using cultural
global competence

Career Development
and Readiness

2.2 Model integrity, ethical leadership and
management skills

Standard 1

2.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with
reason

1.4 Demonstrate employability skills

1.2 Explore careers using mentors and industry
experts
1.3 Prepare educational and career plan

Course

1.1 Set career goals

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Standard 5

Technical Proficiency
and Productivity
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How to Read the Engineering and Design Curriculum
Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or
in this course; points out what is new or different at this level that the student
will accomplish.

6th-8th Grade Engineering and Design: Industrial Technology
Students will identify and apply fundamental concepts at various levels from
the engineering design process to produce evidence of solving real world,
relevant problems as they explore career opportunities and skills.

Purpose
Statement:

Outcome aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected
result of student learning for a grade level or course.

Outcome
Ci6-8.1

Ci6-8.1.1

Components

Ci6-8.1.2
Ci6-8.1.3
Ci6-8.1.4

Identify behaviors and skills necessary to be productive in a
career(s) of interest by creating a career plan aligned to a
career pathway.
Take a personality quiz and analyze the results to determine
individual strengths and areas of improvement.
Complete a career interest inventory to include job outlook,
salary, needed training, duties, and lifestyle. Analyze results to
determine at least three careers of interest.
Develop a self-improvement plan that includes required
education, training and skills that aligns with a chosen career
pathway considering the economy and geographical demand.
Conduct a scripted interview of an employer or employee in
one of the three chosen careers.

Component Code
Ci6-8.1.3= Content Area
(Career & Vocational
Education)

Ci6-8.1.3= Course

(Industrial Technology)

Ci6-8.1.3= Grade Span
Ci6-8.1.3= Outcome

Ci6-8.1.3= Component

Components aligned to standards and

benchmarks, components are specific concepts
or skills necessary for students to know and do
in order to meet an outcome.

Engineering and Design
Course Key
eI = Engineering Graphics I

eII = Engineering Graphics II

Standard
Reference
CV8.1.2
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.2
CV8.4.2
CV8.1.3
CV8.3.2
CV8.4.3
CV8.1.1
CV8.2.1
CV8.2.4
CV8.5.2

State Career &
Vocational Education
Standard & Benchmark
CV8.4.3= Content Area
CV8.4.3= Grade Level
(End of Grade Span)
CV8.4.3=Standard
CV8.4.3= Benchmark

i = Industrial Technology

r = Introduction to Robotics Engineering
re = Robotics Engineering I
Back to Table of Contents
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6th-8th Grade Engineering and Design: Industrial Technology
Purpose
Statement
Outcome
Ci6-8.1

Ci6-8.1.1

Components

Ci6-8.1.2
Ci6-8.1.3
Ci6-8.1.4
Ci6-8.1.5

Outcome
Ci6-8.2

Ci6-8.2.1

Components

Ci6-8.2.2
Ci6-8.2.3

Ci6-8.2.4
Back to Table of Contents

Students will identify and apply fundamental concepts at various levels
from the engineering design process to produce evidence of solving real
world, relevant problems as they explore career opportunities and
skills.
Identify behaviors and skills necessary to be productive
in a career(s) of interest by creating a career plan aligned
to a career pathway.
Take a personality quiz and analyze the results to
determine individual strengths and areas of
improvement.
Complete a career interest inventory to include job
outlook, salary, needed training, duties, and lifestyle.
Analyze results to determine at least three careers of
interest.
Develop a self-improvement plan that includes required
education, training and skills that aligns with a chosen
career pathway considering the economy and
geographical demand.
Conduct a scripted interview of an employer or employee
in one of the three chosen careers.
Present career interview conclusions and include in
career plan.

Students will develop and maintain an engineering
logbook with full records for all stages of the design
process.
Acquire and apply the components necessary for creating
and documenting the design process through a coherent
engineering design logbook (i.e., rules and elements of an
engineering design log book).
Create a digital engineering log book.
Demonstrate coherent documentation by incorporating
the elements of using and maintaining a logbook.

Consistently enter and record accurate and relevant data
in the logbook to complete projects in a timely and
effective manner.

Standard
Reference
CV8.1.2
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.2
CV8.4.2
CV8.1.3
CV8.3.2
CV8.4.3
CV8.1.1
CV8.2.1
CV8.2.4
CV8.5.2
CV8.2.1
CV8.4.3
Standard
Reference
CV8.2.4
CV8.5.1
CV8.2.4
CV8.4.1
CV8.3.1
CV8.3.3
CV8.4.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.4.3
CV8.4.4
CV8.3.4
CV8.5.2
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Outcome
Ci6-8.3

Ci6-8.3.1
Ci6-8.3.2
Ci6-8.3.3

Students will collaboratively encompass all the steps in
the engineering design process by safely and ethically
creating a solution to a real world problem in a timely
manner.
Demonstrate on-task behavior through professional
conduct with classmates and instructor and meet all
progress checkpoints, guidelines, and criteria.
Use effective time management through timely
documentation of all progress check points during a
given project.
Ethically research, gather information, and sketch
possible solutions to a problem or challenge.

Standard
Reference
CV8.1.4
CV8.1.4
CV8.3.4

Select the best possible solution and create a design plan.

Ci6-8.3.6

Test the model and collect data. Analyze the results (i.e.,
data) to determine if the solution solved the challenge.
Redesign if necessary.
Collaboratively and coherently present the conclusions in
a variety of ways (i.e., drawn, verbal, written).

Components

Ci6-8.3.4
Ci6-8.3.5

Ci6-8.3.7

Back to Table of Contents

Collaboratively create an accurate representation (e.g.,
model, project) of the solution.

CV8.2.4
CV8.3.1
CV8.3.3
CV8.4.2
CV8.3.3
CV8.4.2
CV8.2.3
CV8.2.4
CV8.3.4
CV8.5.2
CV8.5.3
CV8.5.4
CV8.3.1
CV8.3.3
CV8.2.1
CV8.2.2
CV8.4.3
CV8.4.4
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9th-12th Grade Engineering and Design: Engineering Graphics I
Purpose
Statement

Students will apply fundamental concepts of drafting and design
through interpretation and creation of technical drawings while using
industry recognized technologies and techniques.

Students will research various careers and create a five
year career plan as well as develop a resume and efolio.
Outcome
CeI9-12.1
Students will apply professional and productive conduct in
the classroom and lab settings.
CeI9-12.1.1 Create and maintain an efolio that documents all work for
the duration of the class (e.g. Google Site).
CeI9-12.1.2 Effectively manage materials as appropriate for planning

Components

and execution of class projects and associated
requirements and constraints.
CeI9-12.1.3 Contribute in a professional manner to all group and class
activities through on time completion of assigned tasks.

CeI9-12.1.4 Identify and research a broad number of careers related to

the course and ultimately decide on a desired career path
leading into developing a five year plan.
CeI9-12.1.5 Research, determine, and create an appropriate industryspecific resume to be included in their five year career
plan.
CeI9-12.1.6 Develop a five year career plan that includes education or
training needed, career outlook and opportunities, income
associated with career, career advancement.

Students will use industry specific drafting tools and
CeI9-12.2
techniques to create technical drawings.
CeI9-12.2.1 Identify and correctly implement the common drafting line
types (i.e., hidden, object, border, phantom, section, center,
cutting plane line, break lines, dimension and extension
lines).
CeI9-12.2.2 Using basic drafting techniques, generate hand sketches to
convey complex ideas to others.

Components

Outcome

CeI9-12.2.3 Select and apply appropriate units and scale factors for

technical drawings.

CeI9-12.2.4 Select and use precision measurement tools and

techniques to accurately measure objects (e.g., dial
calipers, tape measure, rulers).

CeI9-12.2.5 Identify and use common manual drafting tools.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.4.3
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CV12.5.3
CeI9-12.2.6 Define and use geometric construction and create
CV12.4.2
geometric shapes within a CAD software.
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CeI9-12.2.7 Use appropriate orthographic projection standards and
CV12.4.1
processes to create 2D representations of 3D objects.
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4

Outcome

Students will identify important features of various types

CeI9-12.3
of fasteners.
CeI9-12.3.1 Correctly identify and select appropriate fastener

information from industry recognized manuals and charts.

Components

CeI9-12.3.2 Compare and distinguish between two types of fastener

measurement systems (i.e., metric and standard).

CeI9-12.3.3 Identify various styles and applications of commonly used

fastener systems.

CeI9-12.3.4 Distinguish between various graphic representations of

threads (i.e., simplified, detail, schematic).

Students will generate technical drawings that incorporate
various industry standard drawing elements (e.g., bill of
CeI9-12.4
materials, title blocks, sheet sizes, symbols).
CeI9-12.4.1 Identify and use standard sheet sizes, callouts, notes, and
bill of materials on all classroom projects.

Outcome

Components

CeI9-12.4.2 Demonstrate the purpose for and use custom title blocks.
CeI9-12.4.3 Demonstrate the purpose of a bill of material by creating

one as part of a detail drawing.

CeI9-12.4.4 Use various informational texts to interpret and apply
Back to Table of Contents

information to individual prints.

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
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CeI9-12.4.5 Select and implement various industry standard symbols
CV12.2.1
in a detail drawing.
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CeI9-12.4.6 Identify and properly use dimension standards and styles
CV12.2.1
to fully describe the size or location of objects and features. CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CeI9-12.4.7 Properly identify commonly used view types and create
CV12.4.3
technical drawings that include the use of various view
CV12.5.3
types (e.g., section, exploded, auxiliary, pictorial,
CV12.5.4
perspective).

Students will incorporate all course content into unique
design solutions that currently do not exist to solve a
CeI9-12.5
design problem.
CeI9-12.5.1 Individually investigate the requirements and constraints
of a given design problem and prioritize important
considerations for further solution development.
CeI9-12.5.2 Individually conceptualize and illustrate a design solution
and present to the collective group for further discussion.

Outcome

Components

CeI9-12.5.3 Collaboratively analyze the multiple design solutions in

order to determine the most feasible idea considering all
requirements and constraints.

CeI9-12.5.4 Collaboratively create the final design solution.

CeI9-12.5.5 Test and evaluate the final design solution.
CeI9-12.5.6 Summarize, present, and discuss the process and final

outcome with the large group.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.2.4
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9th-12th Grade Engineering and Design: Engineering Graphics II
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

CeII9-12.1

CeII9-12.1.1

Components

CeII9-12.1.2
CeII9-12.1.3
CeII9-12.1.4
CeII9-12.1.5

Students will design, model, and implement solutions to various
complex problems through utilization of industry recognized
technologies.

Students will demonstrate industry specific employability
skills (i.e., professional conduct, safe work practices,
effective time and material management), during all class
activities.
Demonstrate on-task behavior through participation with
classmates and instructor.
Utilize effective time management through development of
timelines and progress check points during a given project.
Use appropriate material management through the
development of budgetary plans and cost evaluations
during the planning and preproduction processes.
Implement safe and responsible working procedures
through application of all industry specific rules and
guidelines.
Assess and select appropriate industry specific tools and
equipment for a specific task.

Students will research and plan career options for a class
appropriate career choice and complete a job shadow with
CeII9-12.2
an industry professional or employer in a related field.
CeII9-12.2.1 Research and complete a job shadow with an industry
professional or employer.

Components

Outcome

CeII9-12.2.2 Review and revise resume that was developed in the

introductory course.

CeII9-12.2.3 Review and revise the efolio to include the expanded five

year plan started in the introductory course.

Students will independently generate technical drawings
that incorporate various industry standard drawing
Outcome
CeII9-12.3
elements (e.g., bill of materials, title blocks, sheet sizes,
symbols).
CeII9-12.3.1 Appropriately and legally implement standard sheet sizes,
callouts or notes, and bill of materials lists on all classroom
activities.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.3
Standard
Reference
CV12.1.2
CV12.2.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.3
CV12.2.1

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.4
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CeII9-12.3.2 Create and implement appropriate custom title blocks.
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CeII9-12.3.3 Independently create a bill of materials as part of preCV12.3.4
production planning (e.g., cost, quantity) and include in the CV12.4.2
final detail drawing.
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.1
CeII9-12.3.4 Independently investigate various types of charts to
CV12.4.2
extract and apply information to individual prints (e.g.,
CV12.4.3
tolerances, fits, bolt sizing).
CeII9-12.3.5 Independently select, explain, and implement various
CV12.4.2
industry standard symbols in a print based application.
CV12.4.3
CeII9-12.3.6 Independently apply dimension standards and styles to
CV12.4.2
fully describe the size or location of objects and features.
CV12.4.3
CeII9-12.3.7 Determine and utilize view types for technical drawings
CV12.2.1
(e.g., section, exploded, auxiliary, pictorial, perspective).
CV12.4.2
Outcome

CeII9-12.4

CeII9-12.4.1

Components

CeII9-12.4.2
CeII9-12.4.3
CeII9-12.4.4

Outcome

Students will use industry specific measurement tools and
techniques in real world situations to generate complex
CAD models.
Select and correctly implement various measurement tools
in real world applications.
Transfer measurements to software to produce an
accurate CAD model of an object.
Measure an existing object, create a CAD model, and
produce an enhancement or modification for existing
object (e.g., cell phone case, robotic arm, shift knob).
Determine and apply the appropriate clearance and
tolerance for a given task.
Students will collaboratively review and apply the design

CeII9-12.5
and prototyping process to solve a complex problem.
CeII9-12.5.1 Select and utilize appropriate technology for a given design

solution.

Components

CeII9-12.5.2 Manage and transfer files between multiple formats and

technologies.
CeII9-12.5.3 Collaboratively analyze various solution designs to
determine most feasible given all guidelines and
constraints (e.g., environmental, social, and economic).

CeII9-12.5.4 Select and utilize appropriate prototyping technology to

Back to Table of Contents

generate a physical model of selected solution.

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
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CV12.5.4
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9th-12th Grade Engineering and Design: Introduction to Robotics Engineering
Purpose
Statement

Students will be guided through the identification and application of
fundamental concepts from the engineering design process to solve
problems related to complex robotic systems.

Students will research various careers and create a five
year career plan as well as develop a resume and efolio.
Outcome
Cr9-12.1
Students will apply professional and productive conduct in
the classroom and lab settings.
Cr9-12.1.1 Create and maintain an efolio that documents all work for
the duration of the class (e.g. Google Site).
Cr9-12.1.2 Effectively manage materials as appropriate for planning

Components

and execution of course projects and associated
requirements and constraints.
Cr9-12.1.3 Contribute in a professional manner to all group and class
activities through on time completion of assigned tasks.

Cr9-12.1.4 Identify and research a broad number of careers related to

the course and ultimately decide on a desired career path
leading into developing a five year plan.
Cr9-12.1.5 Research, determine, and create an appropriate industryspecific resume to be included in their five year career
plan.
Cr9-12.1.6 Develop a five year career plan that includes education or
training needed, career outlook and opportunities, income
associated with career, career advancement.

Outcome
Cr9-12.2

Components

Cr9-12.2.1
Cr9-12.2.2
Cr9-12.2.3
Cr9-12.2.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will use fundamental drafting concepts (e.g., line
type, scale, measurement, sketching, 2D, and 3D) to create
technical drawings for proposed design solutions.
Identify and appropriately apply the common drafting line
type (i.e., hidden, object, border, phantom, section, center,
cutting plane line, break lines, dimension and extension
lines).
Select and apply appropriate units and scale factors for
technical drawings.
Select and use precision measurement tools and
techniques to accurately measure objects for integration
into the design solution (e.g., dial calipers, tape measure,
rulers).
Appropriately select and utilize task specific drafting tools
and software (e.g., SolidWorks, AutoCAD, DraftSight,

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.4.3
Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
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Google SketchUp) to communicate a design solution.
Cr9-12.2.5 Use hand drawn sketches to quickly convey ideas.
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.3
Cr9-12.2.6 Use appropriate orthographic projection standards and
CV12.2.1
processes to create 2D representations of 3D models.
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3

Outcome

Students will demonstrate and implement safe work

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3

Cr9-12.3
practices while in the lab and classroom.
Cr9-12.3.1 Discuss and describe proper fire classification and

prevention procedures as well as emergency protocol.

Components

Cr9-12.3.2 Demonstrate safe use and storage of materials and

chemicals in accordance with MSDS specifications.

Cr9-12.3.3 Demonstrate electrical safety knowledge through

application of safe work practices and personal conduct.

Cr9-12.3.4 Select and use appropriate and necessary personal

protective equipment when in the lab and classroom.

Cr9-12.3.5 Use proper storage areas, usage protocols, maintenance

and care for all shop tools.

Outcome

Students will compare career specific tool pricing and

Cr9-12.4
quality in order to select appropriate tools for a given task.
Cr9-12.4.1 Research tool prices from various vendors and create a

Components

cost sheet for a simple tool set.
Cr9-12.4.2 Discuss tool price variations between vendors. Compare
quality and other factors for tool price variations as it
applies to career paths.
Cr9-12.4.3 Identify common tools and their functions for the robotics
lab.

Students will create and manage an engineering notebook
Cr9-12.5
or efolio entry for each design project.
Cr9-12.5.1 Discuss the purpose of an engineering notebook or efolio
entry.

Components

Outcome

Cr9-12.5.2 Compare and contrast examples of engineering notebooks

or efolio entry within small group discussion.

Cr9-12.5.3 Individually identify and duplicate framework of an

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.1
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engineering notebook or efolio entry from a given example CV12.4.2
(e.g., create an outline or template).
CV12.4.3
Cr9-12.5.4 Develop and sequentially record original content
CV12.2.4
examining their personal design process throughout all
CV12.4.1
projects.
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.4

Students will collaboratively identify, design, and create a
solution to a complex problem in a teacher guided format.
Cr9-12.6
Students will summarize and present final solution results.
Cr9-12.6.1 Determine team roles and responsibilities for all students
to be included in design presentation.

Outcome

Cr9-12.6.2 Investigate the requirements and constraints of a given

complex design problem and prioritize important
considerations for further solution development.

Cr9-12.6.3 Individually conceptualize and illustrate a design proposal

and present to the collective group for further discussion.

Cr9-12.6.4 Collaboratively evaluate individual design proposal in

order to determine the most feasible idea considering all
guidelines and constraints.

Components

Cr9-12.6.5 Collectively work to actualize most feasible theoretical

idea through the development of initial prototypes and
“mockups.”

Cr9-12.6.6 Modify and “fine tune” problematic areas in initial

prototypes in order to work towards efficient final design.

Cr9-12.6.7 Create and enact the final design into the initial complex

problem and discuss the overall effectiveness.

Cr9-12.6.8 Summarize and discuss the process and final outcome with

the large group in presentation form and document all
details in ongoing efolio or engineering notebook.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
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Students will use various programming software and
Standard
Outcome
electrical concepts to design and construct the control
Cr9-12.7
Reference
system of teleoperated and autonomous robots.
Cr9-12.7.1 Discuss and define commonly used vocabulary relating to
CV12.4.2
robotic and electrical systems.
Cr9-12.7.2 Calculate and build a functional series and parallel circuit
CV12.4.2
utilizing a wide assortment of electrical components.
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.4
Cr9-12.7.3 Discuss and implement basic digital electronic concepts to
CV12.4.2
create an input/output sensor communication system.
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
Cr9-12.7.4 Modify and create teleoperated programs with various
CV12.4.2
programming languages including radio frequency
CV12.4.3
communication (e.g., Java, EasyC, graphically based
CV12.4.4
programming).
CV12.5.4
Cr9-12.7.5 Modify and create autonomous programs with various
CV12.4.2
programming languages (e.g., Java, EasyC, graphically
CV12.4.3
based programming)
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.4

Back to Table of Contents
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9th-12th Grade Engineering and Design: Robotics Engineering I
Purpose
Statement

Students will collaboratively analyze and solve unique, complex,
problems through the construction and fabrication of robotic
prototypes and systems in a student guided format.

Components

Students will research and plan career options for a class
appropriate career choice and complete a job shadow with
Outcome
an industry professional or employer in a related field.
Cre9-12.1
Students will also expand on previously generated resume
and efolio.
Cre9-12.1.1 Research and complete a job shadow with an industry
professional or employer.
Cre9-12.1.2 Review and revise the resume that was developed in the

introductory course to include additional skills and
experience.
Cre9-12.1.3 Review and revise the efolio to include the expanded five
year plan started in the introductory course.

Outcome

Cre9-12.2

Cre9-12.2.1

Components

Cre9-12.2.2
Cre9-12.2.3
Cre9-12.2.4
Cre9-12.2.5

Students will demonstrate industry specific employability
skills (i.e., professional conduct, safe work practices,
effective time and material management) during all class
activities.
Demonstrate on-task behavior through participation with
classmates and instructor.
Utilize effective time management through development of
timelines and progress check points during a given project.
Use appropriate material management through the
development of budgetary plans and cost evaluations
during the planning and preproduction processes.
Implement safe and responsible working procedures
through application of all industry specific rules and
guidelines.
Assess and select appropriate industry specific tools and
equipment for a specific task.

Students will collaboratively identify, design, and create a
solution to a complex problem in an independent format.
Outcome
Students will document design process through an
Cre9-12.3
engineering notebook or efolio entry and present
conclusions.
Cre9-12.3.1 Research, compare and contrast multiple viable ideas for a
solution to the presented design problem.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.2
CV12.2.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.3
CV12.2.1

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.2
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
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CV12.3.3
Cre9-12.3.2 Collaborate with peers to select and implement the most
CV12.2.1
viable solution to a design problem.
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.2
Cre9-12.3.3 Create a prototype to test and illustrate a design concept.
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
Cre9-12.3.4 Maintain an engineering notebook or efolio entry to
CV12.2.1
document their idea solutions to a complex problem.
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
Cre9-12.3.5 Appropriately integrate and manage large scale (e.g.,
CV12.2.1
industry involvement or consultation, multiple schools or
CV12.2.2
educational facilities) or cross-curricular collaboration to
CV12.2.3
distribute necessary duties throughout multiple content
CV12.2.4
areas.
Cre9-12.3.6 Contribute to the creation and delivery of a group
CV12.2.1
presentation outlining the proposed solution and steps
CV12.2.3
taken to develop it.
CV12.4.3

Outcome

Students will utilize multiple forms of technology to

Components

Cre9-12.4
design, model, and construct solutions for a given task.
Cre9-12.4.1 Select the appropriate technology including advanced

manufacturing processes to create solutions for a given
task (e.g., CAD, 3D printing, CNC milling/lathe, CNC plasma,
CNC router).

Cre9-12.4.2 Use file conversion and transfer between equipment to

reach a final solution (e.g., DXF files, STL files, DWG files,
PRT files).

Cre9-12.4.3 Determine hardware configuration (e.g., motors, servos,

wiring) and utilize programming software to construct
solutions for a given task.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
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Students will collaboratively analyze current systems.
They will utilize the engineering design process to
conceptualize, implement, create, and present a complex
Standard
Outcome
Cre9-12.5
peripheral alteration or addition to existing functional
Reference
robotic systems, considering all constraints and
requirements.
Cre9-12.5.1 Analyze faults in existing robotic technological systems.
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.1
Cre9-12.5.2 Research and analyze solutions that retain the integrity of
CV12.3.2
the existing design (i.e., pros and cons, functionality of
CV12.3.3
current design, improved efficiency).
Cre9-12.5.3 Adapt and create viable solutions considering all
CV12.3.3
requirements and constraints of the project.
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
Cre9-12.5.4 Contribute to the creation and delivery of a group
CV12.2.1
presentation, outlining the proposed solution and steps
CV12.2.3
taken to develop it.
CV12.4.3

Back to Table of Contents
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Course

6th – 8th Grade
Foods

Summary of Purpose Statements: Family and Consumer Science

Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is new or
different at this level that the student will accomplish.

Students will apply basic food preparation skills, safety practices, and nutrition knowledge as it relates to independent
living and future career opportunities.

9th – 12th Grade
Students will investigate and examine child developmental growth and needs from conception through adolescence;
Child
using practical experiences, observations, and activities with young children.
Development/Parenting
9th – 12th Grade
Family Living

9th – 12th Grade
Food & Nutrition
9th – 12th Grade
Health & Life
Management

Back to Table of Contents

Students will analyze and implement decision-making, communication, coping, interpersonal skills, and strategies for
individual, family and community health.

Students in Food and Nutrition will analyze and demonstrate food’s role in society, plan and prepare meals, and apply
proper use of equipment and utensils using proper safety and sanitation techniques. Students will compare and
contrast the nutritional needs and requirements for healthy living. Students will explore career opportunities in the
foods industry.
Students will analyze and implement decision-making, communication, coping, interpersonal skills and strategies for
individual, family, and community health.
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Family and Consumer Science

9th – 12th Grade
Family Living

9th – 12th Grade
Child Development /
Parenting
6th – 8th Grade
Foods

9th – 12th Grade
Food & Nutrition

Back to Table of Contents
9th – 12th Grade
Health & Life
Management
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✫

5.4 Utilize technology to develop innovate
solutions or products

5.3 Safely and ethically use industry tools and
technologies

Technical Literacy

5.2 Complete tasks taking into account constraints,
priorities, and resources

Standard 4

5.1 Manage resources and implement systems

4.4 Follow complex multistep procedure

4.3 Acquire, use, and report information using
technology

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

4.2 Determine meaning of symbols, terms, and
words in technical text

Standard 3

4.1 Produce clear and coherent writing

3.4 Creativity and innovation considering impacts
of decisions

3.3 Valid and reliable research strategies to solve
problems or complete projects

Communication and
Collaboration

3.2 Trends, forecast possibilities and explore
complex systems and issues

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: Family and Consumer Science
Standard 2

3.1 Investigate authentic problems and significant
questions

2.4 Apply safe, legal, responsible use of
information and technology

2.3 Work productively in teams using cultural
global competence

Career Development
and Readiness

2.2 Model integrity, ethical leadership and
management skills

Standard 1

2.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and with
reason

1.4 Demonstrate employability skills

1.2 Explore careers using mentors and industry
experts
1.3 Prepare educational and career plan

Course

1.1 Set career goals

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Technical Proficiency
and Productivity

Standard 5

✫
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How to Read the Family and Consumer Science Curriculum
Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or
in this course; points out what is new or different at this level that the student
will accomplish.

6th-8th Grade Family and Consumer Science: Foods
Students will apply basic food preparation skills, safety practices, and
nutrition knowledge as it relates to independent living and future career
opportunities.

Purpose
Statement:

Outcome aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected
result of student learning for a grade level or course.

Components

Outcome
Cf6-8.1
Cf6-8.1.1
Cf6-8.1.2
Cf6-8.1.3
Cf6-8.1.4

Students will evaluate and apply nutrition knowledge to daily
food choices.
Identify the six basic nutrients and functions.
Analyze and interpret food labels to determine healthy food
choices.
Evaluate food choices for nutritional content and assess
personal nutritional implications.
Create a meal plan aligned with recommended nutritional
guidelines (e.g., nutritional, and financial budgeting).

Component Code
Cf6-8.1.3= Content Area
(Career & Vocational
Education)

Cf6-8.1.3= Course (Foods)
Cf6-8.1.3= Grade Span
Cf6-8.1.3= Outcome

Cf6-8.1.3= Component

Components aligned to standards and

benchmarks, components are specific concepts
or skills necessary for students to know and do
in order to meet an outcome.

Family and Consumer Science
Course Key
cp = Child Development/Parenting
f = Foods

Standard
Reference
CV8.4.2
CV8.3.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.3.1
CV8.3.3
CV8.4.2
CV8.4.1
CV8.5.2

State Career &
Vocational Education
Standard & Benchmark
CV8.4.2= Content Area
CV8.4.2= Grade Level
(End of Grade Span)
CV8.4.2=Standard
CV8.4.2= Benchmark

fa = Family Living

h = Health & Life Management

Back to Table of Contents
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6th-8th Grade Family and Consumer Science: Foods
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Cf6-8.1
Cf6-8.1.1
Cf6-8.1.2

Components

Cf6-8.1.3
Cf6-8.1.4
Cf6-8.1.5

Outcome

Cf6-8.2
Cf6-8.2.1

Components

Cf6-8.2.2
Cf6-8.2.3
Cf6-8.2.4
Cf6-8.2.5
Cf6-8.2.6

Outcome
Components

Cf6-8.3
Cf6-8.3.1
Cf6-8.3.2
Cf6-8.3.3

Back to Table of Contents

Students will apply basic food preparation skills, safety practices, and
nutrition knowledge as it relates to independent living and future
career opportunities.
Students will evaluate and apply nutrition knowledge to
daily food choices.
Identify the six basic nutrients and functions.
Analyze and interpret food labels to determine healthy
food choices.
Evaluate food choices for nutritional content and assess
personal nutritional implications.
Create a meal plan aligned with recommended
nutritional guidelines (e.g., nutritional and financial
budgeting).
Identify special dietary restrictions including but not
limited to allergies, diabetes, and nutrient deficiencies.

Students will apply food industry safety and sanitation
standards in personal and professional food prep areas.
Identify home, school, and industry standards (i.e., OSHA,
ServSafe, and Public Health Department).
Demonstrate effective hand washing skills.
Apply practices to promote safe food handling (e.g.,
preventing cross-contamination, maintaining safe food
temperatures).
Describe the causes and effects of foodborne illness.
Identify workplace hazards and demonstrate
preventative corrections.
Demonstrate appropriate and safe use of knives and
kitchen equipment.
Students will apply appropriate skills including
communication, teamwork, and time management.
Demonstrate the necessary lab communication skills
(e.g., written and verbal communication, reading, and
vocabulary skills).
Demonstrate specific skills associated with assigned
kitchen roles in a food prep setting (e.g., main cook,
assistant cook).
Demonstrate leadership and teamwork skills through

Standard
Reference
CV8.4.2
CV8.3.1
CV8.4.2
CV8.3.1
CV8.3.3
CV8.4.2
CV8.4.1
CV8.5.2
CV8.3.1
CV8.4.2

Standard
Reference
CV8.3.1
CV8.3.2
CV8.4.2
CV8.2.4
CV8.2.4
CV8.5.3
CV8.3.1
CV8.2.4
CV8.3.3
CV8.1.4
CV8.2.3
CV8.2.4

Standard
Reference
CV8.2.1
CV8.4.1
CV8.1.4
CV8.2.3
CV8.3.2
CV8.2.2
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creation of lab plans and presentations.
CV8.2.4
CV8.3.2
Cf6-8.3.4 Create checkpoints and schedules to efficiently manage
CV8.3.4
time.
CV8.5.2
Cf6-8.3.5 Demonstrate characteristics and skills necessary to
CV8.1.4
enhance employability (e.g., appropriate and professional
language, conflict resolution skills, punctuality, and
critical thinking).
Outcome
Cf6-8.4

Cf6-8.4.1
Cf6-8.4.2

Components

Cf6-8.4.3
Cf6-8.4.4

Students will apply appropriate food preparation and
measuring skills using the appropriate kitchen
equipment.
Identify and utilize vocabulary and technical terminology
(e.g., food preparation and cooking terms).
Identify the equipment necessary for processing,
cooking, storing, and serving food.

Identify the appropriate tool required for the task.

Cf6-8.4.5

Recognize and apply principles of accurate measurement
and conversion.
Identify the parts of a recipe and complete a recipe.

Cf6-8.4.7

Demonstrate proper care and maintenance of equipment.

Cf6-8.4.6

Outcome

Cf6-8.5
Cf6-8.5.1

Components

Cf6-8.5.2
Cf6-8.5.3
Cf6-8.5.4
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Demonstrate proficient use of kitchen equipment.

Students will evaluate and analyze careers associated
with the food industry.
Identify social, economic, and technological influences on
foods-related careers (e.g., advertising).
Identify career pathways in the food industry.
Analyze the results of their career inventory to
determine possible career pathways (e.g., goal setting).
Create a presentation based on a career associated with
the food industry.

Standard
Reference
CV8.1.4
CV8.2.1
CV8.2.4
CV8.1.4
CV8.5.1
CV8.5.3
CV8.3.1
CV8.5.3
CV8.4.2
CV8.1.4
CV8.2.1
CV8.2.4
CV8.5.3
CV8.5.4
CV8.1.4
CV8.5.3
CV8.5.4

Standard
Reference
CV8.3.1
CV8.3.2
CV8.4.2
CV8.1.1
CV8.1.2
CV8.1.3
CV8.1.4
CV8 3.4
CV8.4.3
CV8.4.4
CV8.5.4
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9th-12th Grade Family and Consumer Science: Child Development/Parenting
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Students will investigate and examine child developmental growth and
needs from conception through adolescence; using practical
experiences, observations, and activities with young children.

Students will evaluate personal development and

Ccp9-12.1
background factors related to individual growth.
Ccp9-12.1.1 Identify individual personality traits and values (e.g., Jung,

Myers & Briggs, Keirsey).

Components

Ccp9-12.1.2 Research and describe the influences on personal

background characteristics and values.

Ccp9-12.1.3 Analyze individual backgrounds, personality traits, needs,

and value systems.

Ccp9-12.1.4 Evaluate and apply personal value systems to goals.

Outcome

Students will examine the influences of a healthy

Ccp9-12.2
pregnancy and the effects on child development.
Ccp9-12.2.1 Define terminology regarding the male and female

reproductive system and conception.
Ccp9-12.2.2 Identify healthy pregnancy factors and stages.

Ccp9-12.2.3 Evaluate the developmental phases of fetus and mother.

Components

Ccp9-12.2.4 Research and analyze the potential birth anomalies (i.e.,

defects) and their effect on a child’s needs and lifelong
outlook.

Ccp9-12.2.5 Identify the vocabulary, potential causes and statistics

associated with pregnancy loss (i.e., miscarriage, stillbirth).

Ccp9-12.2.6 Evaluate the changes in medical and emotional care

related to loss and grief (i.e., professionally, culturally, and
implications to family and society).
Ccp9-12.2.7 Define the terms associated with labor and delivery.
Ccp9-12.2.8 Identify and evaluate postpartum symptoms, concerns, and
coping skills.
Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.4
CV12.1.1
CV12.3.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
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Students will evaluate characteristics and responsibilities
Standard
Outcome
of parenting and working with young children to create a
Ccp9-12.3
Reference
learning opportunity.
Ccp9-12.3.1 Discuss the necessary tasks and skills for meeting infant
CV12.3.3
and early childhood education needs.
Ccp9-12.3.2 Analyze how early childhood experiences impact
CV12.3.1
individuals throughout their lives.
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.1
Ccp9-12.3.3 Identify and define developmental stages, theories and
CV12.4.1
norms.
CV12.4.2
Ccp9-12.3.4 Discuss types and signs of child abuse and prevention
CV12.3.1
methods.
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
Ccp9-12.3.5 List ways to foster a child’s positive self-concept.
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
Ccp9-12.3.6 Identify positive guidance techniques (e.g., natural/logical
CV12.3.1
consequences).
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
Ccp9-12.3.7 Evaluate and select the best practices related to
CV12.2.2
developmental stages and milestones.
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.1

Analyze developmentally appropriate practices to plan for
Ccp9-12.4
early childhood, education, and services.
Ccp9-12.4.1 Define vocabulary and stages of growth and development.
Outcome

Ccp9-12.4.2 Identify factors influencing the development of physical,

cognitive, social, and emotional development.

Components

Ccp9-12.4.3 Differentiate between negative and positive methods of

guidance for children.

Ccp9-12.4.4 List strategies that help prevent child abuse.
Ccp9-12.4.5 Create coping plans for caring for infants.
Ccp9-12.4.6 Create developmentally appropriate activities and projects

Back to Table of Contents

to utilize in working with infants and young children.

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.3
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CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4
Ccp9-12.4.7 Apply positive guidance techniques to resolve childCV12.1.4
rearing problems.
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.3

Outcome

Components

Ccp9-12.5
Ccp9-12.5.1
Ccp9-12.5.2
Ccp9-12.5.3
Ccp9-12.5.4

Back to Table of Contents

Analyze career paths within early childhood, education,
and related services.
Evaluate factors to consider in determining personal
preparedness for parenthood (e.g., biological, social,
emotional, financial, and educational) as related to future
career goals.
Identify careers specific to working with families, infants,
and young children.
Describe the personal attributes, knowledge and skills of a
professional who works with children prenatal to 12 years
old.
Explore the educational and training opportunities for
working with young children.

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
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9th-12th Grade Family and Consumer Science: Family Living
Purpose
Statement
Outcome
Cfa9-12.1

Cfa9-12.1.1
Cfa9-12.1.2

Components

Cfa9-12.1.3
Cfa9-12.1.4
Cfa9-12.1.5
Cfa9-12.1.6

Outcome

Cfa9-12.2
Cfa9-12.2.1
Cfa9-12.2.2

Components

Cfa9-12.2.3
Cfa9-12.2.4

Students will analyze and implement decision-making, communication,
coping, interpersonal skills, and strategies for individual, family and
community health.

Students will assess healthy decision making processes
and life roles, and recommend coping methods for dealing
with divorce.
Identify factors influencing the development of selfconcept.
Define the components of individual health (i.e., social,
emotional, physical, and mental).
Evaluate the effects of self-concept on developmental
health and decision making.
Discuss the effects of mental health challenges and
disorders on life choices, interpersonal relationships, and
overall personal health.
Analyze their own strengths and processes for coping with
stress, problem solving, and interpersonal skills.
Analyze factors leading to divorce, effects of divorce on
family members, and recommend coping methods for
dealing with divorce.

Students will investigate the benefits and processes of
good decision making to create goals for a healthy lifestyle.
Identify the processes and benefits associated with making
good decisions.
Implement beneficial decision making processes to
support group cooperation and ensure individual goals are
met and group goal collaboration practiced.
Investigate the way goal setting and decision making
influence life choices and health.
Create personal goals for mental, emotional, and physical
health.

Cfa9-12.2.5 Analyze the importance and the process of mate selection.
Cfa9-12.2.6 Identify the aspects and importance of marriage

preparation and examine behaviors that strengthen
marital and family relationships.
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Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.1.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.2
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Students will distinguish between healthy and unhealthy
Standard
Outcome
relationships, and use positive communication skills to
Cfa9-12.3
Reference
resolve or avoid conflict.
Cfa9-12.3.1 Identify dangerous relationship patterns and negative
CV12.3.1
communication.
CV12.3.2
Cfa9-12.3.2 Distinguish the common sources of relationship conflicts
CV12.3.1
and identify methods of conflict resolution.
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
Cfa9-12.3.3 Using a variety of methods, examine various
CV12.2.1
communication styles and types to develop positive
CV12.2.3
communication skills.
CV12.4.3
Cfa9-12.3.4 Utilize conflict resolution techniques for both common and
CV12.2.1
complex relationship and family interactions.
CV12.2.2
Cfa9-12.3.5 Identify parenting types and styles (e.g., authoritarian,
CV12.3.2
permissive, and democratic).
CV12.4.2
Cfa9-12.3.6 List ways to foster a child’s self-concept.
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
Cfa9-12.3.7 Identify and apply positive guidance techniques (e.g.,
CV12.3.1
natural/logical consequences).
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4

Students will explore the various roles of families, the
impacts of violence and abuse, and the resources for
Cfa9-12.4
assistance.
Cfa9-12.4.1 Examine expectations of various roles in the family and the
life cycle (e.g., family life cycles, traditional family roles,
modern family roles).

Outcome

Cfa9-12.4.2 Identify the types and formation process of family units

(e.g., nuclear, foster, adoptive, and extended).

Components

Cfa9-12.4.3 Explain the various factors contributing to changes in the

family formation and their effects.

Cfa9-12.4.4 Demonstrate problem solving, communication skills, and

create goals while in “family units” (i.e., collaborative
groups).
Cfa9-12.4.5 Identify characteristics of abusers and victims within the
violence cycle.

Cfa9-12.4.6 Discuss the impact of the violence cycle by using examples

to illustrate how the cycle promotes abuse.

Cfa9-12.4.7 Identify physical, social, and emotional problems related to

and resulting from rape, date rape, incest, and abuse.

Cfa9-12.4.8 Identify community resources and support groups
Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.4
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available for assistance with violence and abuse.
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
Cfa9-12.4.9 Explore careers that address families in crisis and evaluate
CV12.1.1
personal interest.
CV12.1.2

Back to Table of Contents
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9th-12th Grade Family and Consumer Science: Food & Nutrition

Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Cf9-12.1
Cf9-12.1.1

Components

Cf9-12.1.2
Cf9-12.1.3
Cf9-12.1.4

Outcome

Cf9-12.2
Cf9-12.2.1

Components

Cf9-12.2.2
Cf9-12.2.3
Cf9-12.2.4
Cf9-12.2.5
Cf9-12.2.6

Back to Table of Contents

Students in Food and Nutrition will analyze and demonstrate food’s
role in society, plan and prepare meals, and apply proper use of
equipment and utensils using proper safety and sanitation techniques.
Students will compare and contrast the nutritional needs and
requirements for healthy living. Students will explore career
opportunities in the foods industry.
Students will demonstrate kitchen safety procedures and
sanitation techniques.
Identify proper first aid procedures for cuts, burns,
electrical shocks, and other related hazards.
Identify and apply sanitation rules, guidelines, and
methods that prevent foodborne illnesses and cross
contamination.

Identify types, use, and care of kitchen equipment to
prevent injury.
Complete food and kitchen safety training within
ServSafe guidelines.
Students will demonstrate the proper use of kitchen
equipment and culinary management practices.
Identify abbreviations, food measurement terminology,
and demonstrate proper measuring techniques.
Integrate mathematical concepts through equivalents,
recipe adjustments and conversions.
Examine and use basic food preparation terminology in
food preparation.
Consistently demonstrate proper measuring and
preparation techniques while preparing a recipe.
Apply communication and time management skills to
work as an efficient foods lab team.

Identify and demonstrate appropriate clothing and hair
restraints.

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
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Students will identify the role of nutrients in healthy food
Standard
Outcome
choices and apply that knowledge in the preparation of
Cf9-12.3
Reference
meals.
Cf9-12.3.1 Identify the six nutrients and prepare foods that
CV12.3.1
represent how the body uses these nutrients for healthy
CV12.3.2
choices.
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
Cf9-12.3.2 Apply nutrition knowledge to demonstrate food choices
CV12.3.1
to plan and produce healthy meals.
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.1
Cf9-12.3.3 Investigate dietary restrictions, (e.g., food allergies) and
CV12.3.1
prepare an appropriate alternative.
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
Cf9-12.3.4 Analyze and present current food trends and the effect
CV12.3.1
they have on an individual’s nutrition and health.
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4

Outcome
Cf9-12.4

Cf9-12.4.1
Cf9-12.4.2

Components

Cf9-12.4.3
Cf9-12.4.4
Cf9-12.4.5
Cf9-12.4.6

Back to Table of Contents

Students will demonstrate transferable employability
skills in lab settings. Students will explore career
opportunities in the foodservice industry.
Analyze potential career choices to determine the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes associated with each
career.
Demonstrate job seeking and job retention skills using
research and guest speakers to determine industry
expectations.
Apply communication skills in lab settings as they relate
to developing collaboration.
Demonstrate teamwork skills in lab settings.

Apply time management skills as they relate to
workplace readiness.
Create an education plan aligned to personal goals.

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.2
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.3
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9th-12th Grade Family and Consumer Science: Health & Life Management
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Ch9-12.1
Ch9-12.1.1
Ch9-12.1.2

Students will analyze and implement decision-making, communication,
coping, interpersonal skills and strategies for individual, family, and
community health.
Students will investigate the benefits of good decision
making to implement good decision making skills.
Identify the processes and benefits associated with
making good decisions using various resources.

Components

Investigate the way goal setting and decision making
influence life choices and health.
Ch9-12.1.3 Create personal goals for mental, emotional, and physical
health, applying the decision making process.
Ch9-12.1.4

Implement beneficial decision making processes to
support group cooperation and ensure individual goals
are met.

Students will distinguish between healthy and unhealthy
relationships and use positive communication skills to
Ch9-12.2
resolve or avoid conflict.
Ch9-12.2.1 Identify dangerous relationship patterns and negative
communication.
Ch9-12.2.2 Distinguish the common sources of relationship conflicts
and identify methods of conflict resolution.

Components

Outcome

Ch9-12.2.3

Using a variety of methods, examine various
communication styles and types to develop positive
communication skills.
Ch9-12.2.4 Identify and analyze a personal relationship dilemma.
Ch9-12.2.5

Utilize conflict-resolution techniques for both common
and complex relationship and family interactions.

Students will identify and implement good nutrition
standards for lifelong health.
Analyze food labels to plan healthy meals and be
informed consumers.
Ch9-12.3.2 Identify the latest research on healthy portion control.

Outcome

Components

Ch9-12.3
Ch9-12.3.1
Ch9-12.3.3

Back to Table of Contents

Describe the nutrients necessary to human development
and health.

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.4.4

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.2.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.1
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CV12.4.2
Ch9-12.3.4 Evaluate common special nutritional concerns (e.g., food
CV12.3.1
allergies, diabetes, eating disorders) and diet
CV12.3.2
misconceptions and traps (e.g., calorie counting vs. fad
CV12.3.4
diets).
Ch9-12.3.5 Analyze individual dietary needs and create a meal plan
CV12.5.1
aligned with the nutritional guidelines.
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.5.4

Outcome

Ch9-12.4
Ch9-12.4.1
Ch9-12.4.2
Ch9-12.4.3

Components

Ch9-12.4.4
Ch9-12.4.5
Ch9-12.4.6
Ch9-12.4.7
Ch9-12.4.8

Back to Table of Contents

Students will assess healthy decision making processes
and life roles, and recommend coping methods.
Define the components of individual health (i.e., social,
emotional, physical, and mental).
Evaluate the effects of self-concepts on developmental
health and decision making.
Discuss the effects of mental health challenges and
disorders on life choices, interpersonal relationships, and
overall personal health (e.g., suicide, eating disorders,
depression, drug and alcohol abuse).
Analyze personal strengths and processes for coping
with stress, problem solving, and interpersonal skills.
List the steps of the grieving process and how to develop
a positive adjustment to loss (e.g., death and/or other
losses).
Recommend strategies for good mental health.
Identify community resources and support groups
available for assistance.

Explore careers in health and wellness, evaluate personal
interest, and create a career plan.

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.2.1
CV12.3.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.2
CV12.5.1
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
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✫

5.4 Utilize technology to develop
innovate solutions or products

5.3 Safely and ethically use industry
tools and technologies

Technical Literacy
5.2 Complete tasks taking into
account constraints, priorities, and
resources

Standard 4

5.1 Manage resources and
implement systems

4.4 Follow complex multistep
procedure

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

4.3 Acquire, use, and report
information using technology

Standard 3
4.2 Determine meaning of symbols,
terms, and words in technical text

4.1 Produce clear and coherent
writing

3.4 Creativity and innovation
considering impacts of decisions

Communication and
Collaboration

3.3 Valid and reliable research
strategies to solve problems or
complete projects

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: Financial Literacy
Standard 2

3.2 Trends, forecast possibilities and
explore complex systems and issues

3.1 Investigate authentic problems
and significant questions

2.4 Apply safe, legal, responsible use
of information and technology

Career Development and
Readiness

2.3 Work productively in teams
using cultural global competence

Standard 1

2.2 Model integrity, ethical
leadership and management skills

9th -12th Grade
Financial Literacy

2.1 Communicate clearly, effectively,
and with reason

Grade Level

1.4 Demonstrate employability skills

1.3 Prepare educational and career
plan

1.2 Explore careers using mentors
and industry experts

1.1 Set career goals

Financial Literacy

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Purpose Statement: Financial Literacy

Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is new or

different at this level that the student will accomplish.

Students will examine and experience real-world scenarios and prioritize strategies to become financially responsible,
conscientious members of society.

Standard 5

Technical Proficiency and
Productivity

✫
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How to Read the Financial Literacy Curriculum
Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or
in this course; points out what is new or different at this level that the student
will accomplish.

9th-12th Grade CVE: Financial Literacy

Purpose
Statement:

Students will examine and experience real-world scenarios and
prioritize strategies to become financially responsible, conscientious
members of society.

Outcome aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected
result of student learning for a grade level or course.

Outcome
Cfl9-12.1
Components

Cfl9-12.1.1
Cfl9-12.1.2
Cfl9-12.1.3
Cfl9-12.1.4

Students will develop a plan for spending and saving,
contrast simple and compound interest, and analyze how
changes in circumstances can affect a personal budget.
Explain the purpose of having an emergency fund.
Establish a cash flow statement and a budget.
Delineate different payment methods and banking
features.
Demonstrate how compound interest works and the
impact of annual interest rate, while describing the
difference between simple and compound interest.

Component Code
Cfl9-12.1.4= Content Area
(Career & Vocational
Education)

Components aligned to standards and

benchmarks, components are specific concepts
or skills necessary for students to know and do
in order to meet an outcome.

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3

State Career &
Vocational Education
Standard & Benchmark
CV12.4.3= Content Area

Cfl9-12.1.4= Course

CV12.4.3= Grade Level
(End of Grade Span)

Cfl9-12.1.4= Outcome

CV12.4.3= Benchmark

(Financial Literacy)

Cfl9-12.1.4= Grade Span

CV12.4.3=Standard

Cfl9-12.1.4= Component

Back to Table of Contents
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9th-12th Grade CVE: Financial Literacy
Purpose
Statement:
Outcome
Cfl9-12.1

Components

Cfl9-12.1.1
Cfl9-12.1.2
Cfl9-12.1.3
Cfl9-12.1.4
Cfl9-12.1.5
Cfl9-12.1.6

Outcome
Cfl9-12.2

Cfl9-12.2.1
Cfl9-12.2.2

Components

Cfl9-12.2.3
Cfl9-12.2.4
Cfl9-12.2.5
Cfl9-12.2.6
Cfl9-12.2.7

Back to Table of Contents

Students will examine and experience real-world scenarios and
prioritize strategies to become financially responsible, conscientious
members of society.
Students will develop a plan for spending and saving,
contrast simple and compound interest, and analyze how
changes in circumstances can affect a personal budget.
Explain the purpose of having an emergency fund.
Establish a cash flow statement and a budget.
Delineate different payment methods and banking
features.
Demonstrate how compound interest works and the
impact of annual interest rate, while describing the
difference between simple and compound interest.
Develop a plan for spending and saving that has both
long-term and short-term components.
Analyze how changes in circumstances can affect a
personal budget.

Students will evaluate career opportunities to determine
a postsecondary plan. Students will create a resume and
cover letter and develop interview skills.
Identify personal interests, strengths and weaknesses
and determine how they relate to educational and career
goals.
Demonstrate the components of S.M.A.R.T. goal setting
and complete interest inventories to develop a personal
career plan.
Demonstrate how to apply for financial aid and
understand how student loans impact wealth.
Identify the educational requirements, training and cost
for chosen career choice.
Analyze post-high school education and career training
options.
Create a resume and a cover letter.
Analyze the interview process and develop personal
interview skills.

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
Standard
Reference
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.3
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.2
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.5.1
CV12.1.4
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Students will calculate gross pay, net pay, and complete
Standard
Outcome
Cfl9-12.3
necessary forms for filing taxes.
Reference
Cfl9-12.3.1 Calculate gross and net pay and break down factors
CV12.4.2
affecting take-home pay.
CV12.4.4
Cfl9-12.3.2 Compare and contrast different types of tax systems.
CV12.3.2
Cfl9-12.3.3 Demonstrate completion of 1040 EZ documents for
CV12.2.4
reporting taxes using a W4 and W2.
CV12.5.2

Outcome

Cfl9-12.4
Cfl9-12.4.1

Students will explore different types of banking services.

Evaluate different types of institutions, accounts, and
associated fees.
Cfl9-12.4.2 Demonstrate correct endorsement type, check writing
and reconciling procedures.
Cfl9-12.4.3 Examine online banking functions.

Outcome
Components

Cfl9-12.5
Cfl9-12.5.1
Cfl9-12.5.2

Students will produce a plan to purchase a capital item.
Identify various types of credit.

List the three major credit bureaus and how
creditworthiness is determined.
Cfl9-12.5.3 Collaboratively produce a plan to purchase a capital item
(e.g., vehicle, livestock, or equipment) appropriate for
anticipated yearly income.

Students will evaluate why insurance is an essential part
Cfl9-12.6
of a healthy financial plan.
Cfl9-12.6.1 Identify risks and protection strategies.
Cfl9-12.6.2 Explain the importance of identity theft protection,
property protection, and liability protection.
Cfl9-12.6.3 Evaluate common types of insurance (e.g., car, home, and
health) for the risks that young adults might face.

Outcome

Outcome

Cfl9-12.7
Cfl9-12.7.1

Students imitate the process of renting a residence.

Complete a rental application and rental agreement by
reviewing policies.
Cfl9-12.7.2 Prepare budget to accommodate rental selection.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.1
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.2.3
CV12.3.4
CV12.4.4
Standard
Reference
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.1
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Students will evaluate appropriate and cost-effective
Standard
Outcome
Cfl9-12.8
investing strategies to meet financial goals.
Reference
Cfl9-12.8.1 Examine the relationship between diversification and
CV12.3.1
risk.
Cfl9-12.8.2 Evaluate investment options including money markets,
CV12.3.2
bonds, single stocks, mutual funds, annuities, and real
CV12.4.2
estate.
Cfl9-12.8.3 Analyze the components of an employer benefits
CV12.3.2
package.
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3

Outcome

Components

Cfl9-12.9
Cfl9-12.9.1
Cfl9-12.9.2
Cfl9-12.9.3
Cfl9-12.9.4

Back to Table of Contents

Students will produce a portfolio with examples of how
individuals exhibit civic responsibility.
Define the basis of making ethical decisions.
Use a process to think critically and make important
ethical decisions in a business context.
Describe moral decision making as the basis of a free
enterprise system.
Demonstrate responsible ethics.

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.2
CV12.2.2
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Course

9th – 12th Grade
Woodworking
9th – 12th Grade
Cabinetmaking I
9th – 12th Grade
Construction I
9th – 12th Grade
Welding Technology I

Summary of Purpose Statements: Industrial Technology

Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is new or
different at this level that the student will accomplish.

Students will independently craft wooden projects implementing traditional construction methods and basic design
principles. Students will demonstrate safe hand and power tool usage with an emphasis on proper technique and
accuracy.

Students implement skills developed in Woodworking to design and safely create multiple independent wood
projects. Advanced joinery techniques will be implemented into student work. Safe operation of hand tools and
power equipment will be prioritized. Students will demonstrate introductory skills in framing construction systems.
Students will explore potential career opportunities and prepare an entry-level resume.
Students will build authentic projects with a safety and contractor emphasis to include framing systems, siding
applications, openings, and roofing. Students will develop applied tool skills and demonstrate essential team skills
needed for cooperative projects. Students will apply math and English concepts to building processes and create a
team portfolio.
Students will demonstrate and produce weldments using Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW), Gas Metal Arc
Welding (GMAW), oxy-fuel welding and cutting, identify and differentiate the characteristics and requirements of
each process. Students will investigate career opportunities in the welding and manufacturing industries.

9th – 12th Grade
Students will be able to construct a D1.1 guided bend test in the horizontal and vertical positions, and demonstrate
Welding Technology II A their knowledge and competence in the SMAW and GMAW processes in accordance to industry standards.
SMAW, GMAW
Students will demonstrate and produce weldments using Flux Core Arc Welding (FCAW) and Gas Tungsten Arc
9th – 12th Grade
Welding Technology II B Welding (GTAW) processes. Students will construct a series of weldments in the flat and horizontal positions
FCAW, GTAW
according to industry standards.
9th – 12th Grade
Engine Fundamentals
9th – 12th Grade
Auto I

Back to Table of Contents

Students will identify engine components and examine fundamental design characteristics between various engine
types used in the industry.
Students will investigate, maintain, and explain an automobile’s systems, operations, and their interactions.
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Industrial Technology

9th – 12th Grade
Woodworking

9th – 12th Grade
Cabinetmaking I

9th – 12th Grade
Welding Technology I
9th – 12th Grade
Construction I

9th – 12th Grade
Welding Technology II A

SMAW, GMAW

9th – 12th Grade
Welding Technology II B

FCAW, GTAW

9th – 12th Grade
Engine Fundamentals

Back to Table of Contents

9th – 12th Grade
Auto I
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫

✫
✫

✫

5.4 Utilize technology to develop innovate
solutions or products

5.3 Safely and ethically use industry tools
and technologies

Technical Literacy

5.2 Complete tasks taking into account
constraints, priorities, and resources

Standard 4

5.1 Manage resources and implement
systems

4.4 Follow complex multistep procedure

4.3 Acquire, use, and report information
using technology

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving
4.2 Determine meaning of symbols, terms,
and words in technical text

Standard 3

4.1 Produce clear and coherent writing

3.4 Creativity and innovation considering
impacts of decisions

3.3 Valid and reliable research strategies to
solve problems or complete projects

Communication and
Collaboration
3.2 Trends, forecast possibilities and explore
complex systems and issues

Sequence of Standards and Benchmarks: Industrial Technology
Standard 2

3.1 Investigate authentic problems and
significant questions

2.4 Apply safe, legal, responsible use of
information and technology

2.3 Work productively in teams using
cultural global competence

Career Development
and Readiness

2.2 Model integrity, ethical leadership and
management skills

Standard 1

2.1 Communicate clearly, effectively, and
with reason

1.4 Demonstrate employability skills

1.2 Explore careers using mentors and
industry experts

1.3 Prepare educational and career plan

Course

1.1 Set career goals

Natrona County School District #1 Draft Career & Vocational Education Curriculum

Standard 5

Technical Proficiency
and Productivity

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫

✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
✫
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How to Read the Industrial Technology Curriculum
Purpose Statement describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or
in this course; points out what is new or different at this level that the student
will accomplish.

9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Cabinetmaking I

Purpose
Statement:

Students implement skills developed in Woodworking 1 to design and safely create
multiple independent wood projects. Advanced joinery techniques will be
implemented into student work. Safe operation of hand tools and power equipment
will be prioritized. Students will demonstrate introductory skills in framing
construction systems. Students will explore potential career opportunities and
prepare an entry level resume.

Outcome aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected
result of student learning for a grade level or course.

Students will properly use residential construction and
woodworking power tools, materials, and techniques to
complete a structure in small groups.
Cca9-12.4.1 Develop and apply advanced skills with all woodworking power
tools.
Cca9-12.4.2 Install and adjust width of dado blades.

Components

Outcome
Cca9-12.4

Cca9-12.4.3 Identify dimensional lumber sizes and mill stamping codes.

Cca9-12.4.4 Identify varieties of sheet goods used in construction (e.g.,
oriented strand board, plywood, tongue and groove, particle
board, medium density fiberboard). Compare and contrast
which product is the best fit for a given application.

Component Code

Cca9-12.4.4= Content Area
(Career & Vocational
Education)

Cca9-12.4.4= Course
(Cabinetmaking I)

Cca9-12.4.4= Grade Span
Cca9-12.4.4= Outcome

Cca9-12.4.4= Component

Components aligned to standards and

benchmarks, components are specific concepts
or skills necessary for students to know and do
in order to meet an outcome.

Industrial Technology Course Key
I = Welding I

IIa = Welding II A SMAW, GMAW
IIb = Welding II B FCAW, GTAW

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.1
CV12.4.2

State Career &
Vocational Education
Standard & Benchmark
CV12.1.4= Content Area
CV12.1.4= Grade Level
(End of Grade Span)
CV12.1.4=Standard
CV12.1.4= Benchmark

aI = Auto I

ca = Cabinetmaking I
co = Construction

e= Engine Fundamentals

Back to Table of Contents

w= Woodworking
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Woodworking
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Students will independently craft wooden projects implementing
traditional construction methods and basic design principles. Students
will demonstrate safe hand and power tool usage with an emphasis on
proper technique and accuracy.

Students will demonstrate safe shop practices and

Cw9-12.1
procedures.
Cw9-12.1.1 Demonstrate proper fire prevention procedures, classify

Components

fire extinguishers, safely handle and store materials and
chemicals.
Cw9-12.1.2 Demonstrate safe and proper application of personal
protective equipment (PPE).
Cw9-12.1.3 Demonstrate safe use of industry standard hand tools.
Cw9-12.1.4 Demonstrate proper lifting techniques.

Cw9-12.1.5 Analyze and implement the purpose of the shop layout for

processing lumber.

Cw9-12.1.6 Describe processes for possible student/instructor injury

(e.g., call 9-1-1, get the nurse, or get another teacher).

Cw9-12.1.7 Demonstrate proper housekeeping practices including

how to keep work areas neat and clean.

Students will measure using the imperial system of
Cw9-12.2
measurement (i.e., feet and inches).
Cw9-12.2.1 Identify measuring tools and demonstrate their use.

Components

Outcome

Cw9-12.2.2 Accurately measure to a tolerance of 1/16 inch using a

variety of industry standard tools.

Cw9-12.2.3 Demonstrate adding, subtracting, and dividing fractions in

Outcome

the field.

Students will safely and properly use the radial arm saw.

Components

Cw9-12.3
Cw9-12.3.1 Identify critical components of the machine including

guards, blades, handles, on/off switch, table and fence.

Cw9-12.3.2 Demonstrate installation and safe use of a stop block.

Cw9-12.3.3 Perform a safety check by checking guards for proper

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.3
CV.12.5.1
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.1
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.2.4
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placement and function.
Cw9-12.3.4 Safely crosscut stock within a tolerance of 1/16 inch.
Outcome

Students will safely and properly use the jointer.

Cw9-12.4
Cw9-12.4.1 Identify critical components and parts of the jointer.

Components

Cw9-12.4.2 Adjust infeed table for depth of cut and adjust fence for

width of cut.

Cw9-12.4.3 Square the jointer fence to 90 degrees.

Cw9-12.4.4 Perform a safety check by examining guards for proper

function.

Cw9-12.4.5 Safely demonstrate jointing the face and edge of a board.

Outcome

Student will safely and properly use the table saw.

Cw9-12.5
Cw9-12.5.1 Identify critical components of the tool including blade

Components

guard, blade, fence, elevating handwheel, bevel handwheel,
miter gauge, and on/off switch.
Cw9-12.5.2 Adjust blade height, blade angle, and the fence.
Cw9-12.5.3 Demonstrate how to safely make a rip cut using the fence

and a push stick if necessary.

Cw9-12.5.4 Demonstrate how to safely make a crosscut using a miter

Outcome

gauge.

Students will safely and properly use the sliding compound

Cw9-12.6
miter saw.
Cw9-12.6.1 Identify critical components of the tool including on/off

switch, turn table, handle, guard, miter lock handle and
fence.
Cw9-12.6.2 Demonstrate unlocking and locking the safety mechanisms
on the tool.

Back to Table of Contents

CV12.3.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
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Cw9-12.6.3 Adjust the tool for proper support of the stock while

identifying the safety hazards (e.g., hand placement, table
clamps, and safety zone).

Cw9-12.6.4 Properly place the stock on the table and against fence in

preparation for a cut.
Cw9-12.6.5 Demonstrate proper placement of hands to make a variety
of cuts including butt cuts, miter cuts and compound miter
cuts.

Outcome

Student will safely and properly use the planer.

Cw9-12.7
Cw9-12.7.1 Identify critical components infeed and outfeed table,

height adjustment knob/control, power on/off switch.

Components

Cw9-12.7.2 Demonstrate safe body and hand position while operating

the machine.

Cw9-12.7.3 Measure a board at its thickest point and adjust machine to

proper height.

Cw9-12.7.4 Demonstrate how to operate the machine safely by

Outcome

inserting a board correctly into the machine and adjust for
additional passes as needed.

Students will safely and properly use the portable and

Cw9-12.8
stationary router.
Cw9-12.8.1 Identify critical components and parts of the portable and

Components

stationary router.
Cw9-12.8.2 Safely and properly install router bits and adjust depth of
cut.
Cw9-12.8.3 Compare and contrast router bits with pilot end vs. no
ends and identify specific uses.
Cw9-12.8.4 Identify and demonstrate proper procedures for securing
and clamping stock.
Cw9-12.8.5 Demonstrate proper travel speed and feed direction.

Cw9-12.8.6 Utilize PPE ear protection when operating the router.
Cw9-12.8.7 Demonstrate safe and proper operation of the router on a

wood edge.

Back to Table of Contents

CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.1
CV12.4.2
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
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Outcome

Student will safely and properly use the band saw.

Cw9-12.9
Cw9-12.9.1 Identify critical components of the band saw.

Cw9-12.9.2 Demonstrate safe body and hand position while operating

the machine.

Components

Cw9-12.9.3 Adjust the height of the blade guard to ¼ inch above the

stock to ensure a safe operating zone.

Cw9-12.9.4 Demonstrate proper adjustment of the fence to make a

variety of cuts.

Cw9-12.9.5 Demonstrate proper technique for making freehand and

relief cuts.

Cw9-12.9.6 Demonstrate miter gauge adjustments to perform miter

and crosscuts.

Cw9-12.9.7 Use a V-block to safely and properly cut round stock.

Outcome

Student will safely and properly use the drill press.

Cw9-12.10
Cw9-12.10.1 Identify critical components of the drill press.

Cw9-12.10.2 Secure hair, loose clothing, and other items that may be

Components

entangled in drill press.
Cw9-12.10.3 Adjust and secure table height to allow correct depth of
bore.

Cw9-12.10.4 Insert and set bit securely in chuck and properly remove

after completion.
Cw9-12.10.5 Secure stock safely to the table or vise prior to operation.
Cw9-12.10.6 Adjust the speed of the drill press to match bit size and

material characteristics.

Cw9-12.10.7 Properly set up and safely secure V-block to bore round

stock.

Back to Table of Contents

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.2
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.4.4
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.5.3
CV12.1.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.3
CV12.3.3
CV12.4.2
CV12.4.4
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Students will safely and properly use the stationary
Cw9-12.11
belt/disc sander.
Cw9-12.11.1 Identify the critical components of the stationary belt/disc
sander.
Cw9-12.11.2 Demonstrate safe body and hand position while operating
the machine.

Components

Outcome

Cw9-12.11.3 Demonstrate proper stock placement and technique to

sand material.

Cw9-12.11.4 Properly use the miter gauge on the belt/disc sander.

Outcome

Students will safely and properly use the lathe.

Cw9-12.12
Cw9-12.12.1 Identify the critical components of the lathe including the

tailstock, live center, on/off switch, tool rest, and locking
adjustments.
Cw9-12.12.2 Differentiate between spindle and faceplate turning.

Components

Cw9-12.12.3 Demonstrate proper faceplate assembly and turning

technique.

Cw9-12.12.4 Demonstrate how to safely install a piece of stock to turn

between centers.

Cw9-12.12.5 Demonstrate how to safely adjust the tool rest to support

the selected tool.

Cw9-12.12.6 Turn stock on the lathe using the proper safety procedures

and turning techniques.

Outcome

Students will properly glue materials together.

Components

Cw9-12.13
Cw9-12.13.1 Demonstrate how to prep, glue, and clamp stock face to

face.

Cw9-12.13.2 Demonstrate how to prep, glue, and clamp stock edge to

edge.
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Outcome

Students will select sanding tools and abrasives for a

Cw9-12.14
variety of applications.
Cw9-12.14.1 Identify coarse, medium and fine grit abrasives and proper

uses.

Cw9-12.14.2 Demonstrate the safe use and sanding technique for both

Outcome

power and hand sanding.

Students will design, create, and build projects relevant to

Cw9-12.15
the woodworking industry.
Cw9-12.15.1 Identify stock and select the appropriate material for

projects.

Cw9-12.15.2 Read and use multiview drawings to build projects.
Cw9-12.15.3 Utilize a layout and cut list to build projects while

Components

minimizing waste. Demonstrate proper layout technique
using measuring tools.
Cw9-12.15.4 Demonstrate basic wood joints including rabbet, dado and
butt joints.
Cw9-12.15.5 Peer review another student’s project.
Cw9-12.15.6 Students manage time and resources efficiently to model

workplace skills.

Cw9-12.15.7 Demonstrate integrity, leadership, and effective

management skills while constructing their project.

Cw9-12.15.8 Demonstrate and differentiate between wipe-on and

spray-on finishes.

Cw9-12.15.9 Apply prior knowledge of woodworking skills to utilize

technology to complete a project.

Students will engage with industry professionals and
Cw9-12.16
explore career options.
Cw9-12.16.1 Interact with guest speakers through group discussions.
Cw9-12.16.2 Examine career options based on salary, geographic
location, and job outlook.

Components

Outcome

Cw9-12.16.3 Identify education requirements for various careers.
Cw9-12.16.4 Create a career plan and present to classmates.
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Cabinetmaking I

Purpose
Statement

Outcome

Cca9-12.1

Students implement skills developed in Woodworking to design and
safely create multiple independent wood projects. Advanced joinery
techniques will be implemented into student work. Safe operation of
hand tools and power equipment will be prioritized. Students will
demonstrate introductory skills in framing construction systems.
Students will explore potential career opportunities and prepare an
entry-level resume.
Students will demonstrate safe shop practices.

Demonstrate general shop safety.
Demonstrate power equipment use (e.g., radial arm saw,
table saw, jointer, surface planer, band saw, miter saw,
panel saw, and drill press).
Cca9-12.1.3 Explain and interpret the purpose of safety data sheets
(SDS) and where they are found.

Components

Cca9-12.1.1
Cca9-12.1.2

Demonstrate proper handling and use of chemicals (e.g.,
stains, lacquers, and finishes).
Cca9-12.1.5 Demonstrate proper use of personal protective equipment
(PPE).
Cca9-12.1.4

Students will learn and apply various joinery techniques
used in the woodworking industry, including but not
Outcome
Cca9-12.2
limited to, miter joints, mortise and tenon joints, and
pocket hole joints.
Cca9-12.2.1 Identify various woodworking joints. Compare and
contrast which woodworking joint is the best fit for
strength and aesthetics.
Cca9-12.2.2 Implement joinery techniques to create strong, longlasting wood products.

Students will use raw materials and tool skills to craft their
own cabinet to industry standards.
Cca9-12.3.1 Construct cabinet boxes and face frames.
Cca9-12.3.2 Create panel doors and drawers.

Outcome

Components

Cca9-12.3

Cca9-12.3.3

Install hinges and drawer slides.

Cca9-12.3.4

Interpret plans, prints, and sequential technical
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instructions.

Students will properly use residential construction and
woodworking power tools, materials, and techniques to
Cca9-12.4
complete a structure in small groups.
Cca9-12.4.1 Develop and apply advanced skills with all woodworking
power tools.
Cca9-12.4.2 Install and adjust width of dado blades.
Outcome

Cca9-12.4.3
Cca9-12.4.4

Components

Cca9-12.4.5
Cca9-12.4.6
Cca9-12.4.7
Cca9-12.4.8

Identify dimensional lumber sizes and mill stamping codes.
Identify varieties of sheet goods used in construction (e.g.,
oriented strand board, plywood, tongue and groove,
particle board, and medium density fiberboard). Compare
and contrast which product is the best fit for a given
application.
Identify fastener types (i.e., nails, screws, staples) and
sizes. Compare and contrast which product is the best fit
for a given application.
Safely demonstrate the proper use of trade specific hand
tools, including but not limited to, speed squares, utility
knifes, claw hammers, and chalk boxes.
Demonstrate proper use of a bubble level to determine
plumb and level.
Demonstrate in small groups how to layout and square a
wall or floor system (e.g., measuring diagonals and 3-4-5
technique).

Demonstrate safe and proper use of saws (e.g., circular,
reciprocating, and jig saws), pneumatic air tools (e.g.,
framing nailers and coil nailers), and cordless electric drill
and impact drivers.
Cca9-12.4.10 Work collaboratively with others to construct a given
project.
Cca9-12.4.9

Outcome

Cca9-12.5
Cca9-12.5.1
Cca9-12.5.2

Students will use raw materials and tool skills to craft their
own project to the specifications of a provided plan.
Interpret plans, prints, and sequential technical
instructions to build individual projects.
Use problem solving strategies and tool skills to create
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individual projects.
Cca9-12.5.3 Work collaboratively with classmates and instructor.
Cca9-12.5.4

Outcome

Cca9-12.6

Components

Cca9-12.6.1
Cca9-12.6.2
Cca9-12.6.3

Calculate project cost and estimate materials needed (e.g.,
board feet and lineal feet).

Students will explore various career opportunities.
Critique and discuss an industry tour.

Question a guest speakers about career opportunities (e.g.,
industry and military) and educational requirements.
Prepare a resume.
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Construction

Purpose
Statement

Students will build authentic projects with a safety and contractor
emphasis to include framing systems, siding applications, openings, and
roofing. Students will develop applied tool skills and demonstrate
essential team skills needed for cooperative projects. Students will
apply math and English concepts to building processes and create a
team portfolio.

Students will demonstrate proper safety procedures,
accurate measurements, identify building materials, and
Cco9-12.1
utilize the permitting process.
Cco9-12.1.1 Accurately measure to a tolerance of 1/16 inch using a
variety of industry standard measuring tools.
Outcome

Cco9-12.1.2 Estimate materials by accurately calculating lineal and

Components

linear footage, square footage, and cubic footage using a
variety of methods and calculating tools.
Cco9-12.1.3 Successfully complete the OSHA 10-hour safety course
using approved DOL curriculum.

Cco9-12.1.4 Identify dimensional lumber measurements, engineered

woods, mill stamp interpretation, sheet stock varieties and
nail types and sizes.
Cco9-12.1.5 Identify and implement components of manufacturing and
systems-based teamwork in the construction industry (e.g.,
identify bottlenecks and maximize efficiency).
Cco9-12.1.6 Document the specific steps in the building permit process
for the project.

Students will demonstrate safe and proper use of
construction hand and power tools and meet requirements
Cco9-12.2
for proficiency.
Cco9-12.2.1 Demonstrate safe and proper use of the sliding compound
miter.
Cco9-12.2.2 Demonstrate safe and proper use of the circular saw.

Components

Outcome

Cco9-12.2.3 Demonstrate safe and proper use of the cordless drills.
Cco9-12.2.4 Demonstrate safe and proper use of the reciprocating

saws.

Cco9-12.2.5 Demonstrate safe and proper use of pneumatic tools.
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Cco9-12.2.6 Demonstrate safe and proper use of speed squares, a chalk

box, levels, chisels, utility knifes, and tape measures.

Cco9-12.2.7 Meet the requirements for proficiency in all hand tools.

Students will build a floor system by laying out framing
members, interpreting symbols, cutting and installing
Outcome
Cco9-12.3
members, squaring the floor system, and documenting
work.
Cco9-12.3.1 Identify floor system members and symbols.
Cco9-12.3.2 Layout and assemble floor system members.
Cco9-12.3.3 Install fasteners to meet project requirements.

Components

Cco9-12.3.4 Square the floor system using the 3-4-5 process and

matching diagonal measurements.

Cco9-12.3.5 Properly apply subfloor adhesive prior to installation of

the subfloor sheet stock.

Cco9-12.3.6 Perform a quality control assessment of the product prior

to beginning wall systems and address documented errors.

Cco9-12.3.7 Pass a floor inspection by interacting with a building

official or an outside party if no building permit is
required.
Cco9-12.3.8 Document the activities of the job by completing a daily
report form.
Outcome

Students will build a wall system per plan while analyzing

Cco9-12.4
production steps and schedules.
Cco9-12.4.1 Identify wall framing members and symbols of a wall

Components

system with an opening.
Cco9-12.4.2 Layout walls at 16 inches on center.

Cco9-12.4.3 Research and document building codes that dictate centers

of studs and header sizes.
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Cco9-12.4.4 Accurately use squaring tools.
Cco9-12.4.5 Develop a system to assemble walls exploring the concepts

of bottlenecks, cooperative jobs, and flow of goods.

Cco9-12.4.6 Apply tool skills to the authentic assessment project using

the miter saw, circular saw, cordless drill, and nail gun.

Cco9-12.4.7 Create a building schedule that includes a forecast to

complete the framing stages with details of daily goals in a
cooperative setting.

Students will build a roof to code requirements and
produce a process analysis paper on the three framing
Cco9-12.5
systems.
Cco9-12.5.1 Identify roof framing members and symbols.
Cco9-12.5.2 Demonstrate how to properly use a variety of fall
protection solutions according to OSHA standards.
Outcome

Cco9-12.5.3 Layout trusses at 24 or 19.2 inches on center.

Components

Cco9-12.5.4 Install and brace trusses plumb and to the plan considering

all final bracing.

Cco9-12.5.5 Install roof sheathing in a stagger pattern using the proper

nail pattern.

Cco9-12.5.6 Install connectors at load points per building code

regulations.

Cco9-12.5.7 Write a process analysis paper addressing floor, wall, and

roof systems.
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Students will apply roofing material per manufacturer’s
specifications and implement a variety of methods to
Cco9-12.6
estimate materials required.
Cco9-12.6.1 Estimate the quantity of roofing material and
underlayment by researching product quantity in
“squares” and how contractors typically order material
plus waste.
Cco9-12.6.2 Perform quality control assessment prior to underlayment
installation.

Components

Outcome

Cco9-12.6.3 Use research to estimate the time it will take to install the

roof material.

Cco9-12.6.4 Apply underlayment with plastic cap nails per

manufacturer specifications and install drip edge.

Cco9-12.6.5 Install metal or asphalt roofing material per manufacturer

specifications.

Cco9-12.6.6 Install ridge cap and gable trim.

Outcome

Cco9-12.7

Cco9-12.7.1
Cco9-12.7.2

Components

Cco9-12.7.3
Cco9-12.7.4

Students will install windows and doors into rough
openings per the plan and develop walkthrough and punch
list documents.
Identify how doors and windows are termed in size
measurements.
Identify different types of windows and rough openings
(e.g., double hung, transom, slider) and doors (e.g.,
prehung and left or right hand).
Plumb and install windows with rolled flashing per
manufacturer specification using shims below the window
and a variety of bubble levels.
Plumb and install doors per manufacturer specifications
using shims at attachment points.

Cco9-12.7.5 Adjust doors and windows for proper function by

performing quality control on all openings.

Cco9-12.7.6 Create a punch list of the building with a community

contractor to evaluate upon completion of all openings.
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Students will apply housewrap, trim, and siding to a
structure per manufacturer specifications and produce a
Outcome
Cco9-12.8
portfolio of product and process information on the
project.
Cco9-12.8.1 Install housewrap per manufacturer specifications.
Cco9-12.8.2 Install trim to openings.

Cco9-12.8.3 Set up a laser to shoot a horizontal benchmark line on the

Components

housewrap. Transfer the laser line to a permanent line
with a marker.
Cco9-12.8.4 Prep the first row of siding by adding strips to the bottom
per manufacturer specification.
Cco9-12.8.5 Apply siding with 1 inch overlap. Develop and use a
production system of collaboration and communication.
Cco9-12.8.6 Build fascia and soffit per plans.
Cco9-12.8.7 Complete portfolio of rough end construction process to

include the permit, signed off inspections, manufacturer
specifications and warranty, daily reports, process analysis
of framing, and schedule projection of roofing.

Students will establish contact with a building
professional, explore, and present opportunities in the
Cco9-12.9
construction industry.
Cco9-12.9.1 Question a contractor or building official about careers in
the construction industry by inviting a guest to the class.
Outcome

Components

Cco9-12.9.2 Research a career in the construction industry by

producing a document that reports job availability
forecast, salary schedule, and opportunities for
advancement.
Cco9-12.9.3 Produce a written plan to establish contact with a
professional in a chosen field.
Cco9-12.9.4 Report out findings of research to other students.
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Welding Technology I
Purpose
Statement
Outcome
CI9-12.1

CI9-12.1.1
CI9-12.1.2

Components

CI9-12.1.3

CI9-12.1.4
CI9-12.1.5
CI9-12.1.6
CI9-12.1.7

Outcome
CI9-12.2

CI9-12.2.1
CI9-12.2.2

Students will demonstrate and produce weldments using Shielded
Metal Arc Welding (SMAW), Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW), oxy-fuel
welding and cutting, identify and differentiate the characteristics and
requirements of each process. Students will investigate career
opportunities in the welding and manufacturing industries.
Students will demonstrate the safe and proper use of
individual welding equipment, personal protective
equipment, and identify flammable hazards in welding.
Describe the three types of light related to welding and
how to protect self and others from these dangers.
Implement the use of personal protective equipment
(PPE) to avoid any injuries.

Avoid dangerous fumes and gases by practicing proper
ventilation procedures in the welding shop.
Explain and interpret the purpose of safety data sheets
(SDS) and where they are found.
Describe and wear the appropriate work clothing
required in a welding shop.
Demonstrate the proper handling and storage
procedures of high pressure cylinders.

Demonstrate the proper use of sanding and grinding
equipment, and differentiate between the tools and their
processes.
Students will verify and determine which specific
welding symbols are to be used in a series of weld joints.
Students will generate weldments according to specific
symbols.
Identify and illustrate five basic factors related to joint
design (i.e., square groove butt, fillet, v-groove, beveled,
and plug).
Identify the major parts of the welding symbols
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CI9-12.2.3
CI9-12.2.4

Outcome
CI9-12.3

CI9-12.3.1
CI9-12.3.2

Components

CI9-12.3.3
CI9-12.3.4
CI9-12.3.5
CI9-12.3.6

(i.e., arrow, tail, reference line, and supplementary
symbols).
List the five major types of joints.
(i.e., butt joint, lap joint, t-joint, edge joint, and outside
corner).
Examine and demonstrate the need for specific joint
preparation to meet structural needs.

Students will exhibit and perform the proper use of oxyfuel cutting equipment, safety, and procedures used in
the welding lab. Students will layout and perform a
variety of cuts using the oxy-fuel cutting process.
Describe the oxy-fuel gas cutting process and list three of
the most commonly used fuel gases.
Select and use the eye protection that must be used for
flame cutting.
Determine the correct size and type of cutting tip for a
specific job.
Set up, light, and clean the tip of the cutting torch.
Layout and cut straight cuts on a variety of thicknesses of
plate.
Layout and cut an internal and external shape.

Students will examine and demonstrate the proper setup
and use of GMAW welding equipment and construct a
CI9-12.4
series of weldments in the flat position.
CI9-12.4.1 List and describe the basic GMAW equipment.

Outcome
Components

CI9-12.4.2 List and define the various terms used to describe GMAW.

CI9-12.4.3 Describe and evaluate methods of metal transfer including

axial spray process, globular, pulsed-arc, and shortcircuiting.
CI9-12.4.4 List and analyze four common shielding gases or mixtures
used for different transfer methods.
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CI9-12.4.5 Define and evaluate the relationship between current and

voltage as related to GMAW welding.

CI9-12.4.6 Describe and demonstrate the use of the backhand and

forehand welding technique.

CI9-12.4.7 Identify the need and use of specific PPE required for the

GMAW process.

CI9-12.4.8 Identify specific GMAW welding faults and evaluate their

corrections using peer coaching and critiquing.

CI9-12.4.9 Generate weldments using the GMAW process in the flat

position including but not limited to pad, multi-pass fillets,
lap, and square grooved butt welds.

CI9-12.4.10 Produce a final joint assignment weldment using the

GMAW process in the flat position.

Outcome
CI9-12.5

CI9-12.5.1

Components

CI9-12.5.2
CI9-12.5.3
CI9-12.5.4
CI9-12.5.5

Students will examine and demonstrate the proper setup
and use of SMAW welding equipment and construct a
series of weldments in the flat position.
List and define the various terms used to describe SMAW
and their effects on the welding bead including arc
length, base metal, reinforcement, arc angle, work angle,
stringer beads, weave patterns, polarity, and current.
Set up and operate equipment used in shielded metal arc
welding including amperage settings, striking arc (i.e.,
tapping and scratching) and electrode manipulation.
Identify the correct electrode type, size, and
identification number of the electrode to meet the
specific purposes according to AWS.
Identify and demonstrate the proper handling and
storage of electrodes.
Select the proper current and polarity for a given
electrode and produce a weld.
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CI9-12.5.6

Identify specific SMAW welding faults and evaluate their
corrections using peer coaching and critiquing.

CI9-12.5.7

Generate weldments using the SMAW process in the Flat
Position including but not limited to pad, multi-pass
fillets, lap, and square grooved butt welds. Use a variety
of electrodes including but not limited to E7018, E7014,
E6010, and E6013/E7024.

Outcome
CI9-12.6

CI9-12.6.1

Components

CI9-12.6.2
CI9-12.6.3
CI9-12.6.4

Outcome
CI9-12.7

Components

CI9-12.7.1
CI9-12.7.2
CI9-12.7.3

Students will research and assess three or more career
opportunities related to the welding or manufacturing
field. They will recommend the required training for each
career option and rate the regional and local hiring
trends for each career.
Develop a class goal that is aligned to the course
expectations and outcomes.
Develop an educational plan aligned to the Hathaway
Scholarship.
Analyze personal strengths and skill gaps to create goals
for improvement each quarter and semester.
Examine and recommend to peers the required training
for each career option, and rate the regional and local
hiring trends for each career.

Students will examine and demonstrate the proper setup
and use of oxy-fuel welding equipment. Students will
perform a number of oxy-fuel equipment procedures
used in industry today.
Identify and state the function of common items on oxyacetylene welding, brazing, cutting and heating
equipment.
Identify and describe the safety precautions to be
implemented when using oxy-acetylene welding
equipment.
Set up and assemble oxy-acetylene welding station and
check for leakage.
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CI9-12.7.4

Describe and perform the correct procedure for lighting
and shutting down welding equipment.

CI9-12.7.5

Describe the different sizes of welding nozzles and
demonstrate their uses.

CI9-12.7.6

Describe and demonstrate the different types of welding
flame and welding techniques.

CI9-12.7.7

Complete weldments as required (e.g., square groove
butt, fillet, and outside corners).
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Welding Technology II A
SMAW, GMAW
Purpose
Statement

Students will be able to construct a D1.1 guided bend test in the
horizontal and vertical positions, and demonstrate their knowledge and
competence in the SMAW and GMAW processes in accordance to
industry standards.

Students will verify and determine which specific welding
symbols are to be used in a series of weld joints. Students
CIIa9-12.1
will generate weldments according to specific symbols.
CIIa9-12.1.1 Identify the following welding symbols including fillet
weld, all around, double bevel, fillet size, staggered, and
weld finish. Apply the symbols to a weldment.
CIIa9-12.1.2 Identify additional supplementary symbols and weld joint
dimensions. Apply the symbols to a weldment.

Components

Outcome

CIIa9-12.1.3 Identify the need for specific joint preparation to meet

structural needs.

CIIa9-12.1.4 Identify the specific properties of the D1.1 code.

Students will demonstrate the safe and proper use of
individual welding equipment, personal protective
CIIa9-12.2
equipment, and identify flammable hazards in welding.
CIIa9-12.2.1 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional
practices while using and performing welds with the
SMAW process.
CIIa9-12.2.2 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional
practices while using and performing welds with the
GMAW process.
CIIa9-12.2.3 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional
practices while using oxy-acetylene cutting equipment.

Components

Outcome

CIIa9-12.2.4 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional

practices while using plasma cutting equipment.

CIIa9-12.2.5 Distinguish between the use of stationary or portable

sanding and grinding equipment. Differentiate and
practice the proper safety requirements for each.

CIIa9-12.2.6 Identify health hazards and critical information included in

the safety data sheets (SDS) (i.e., sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7).
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Outcome

Students will create and present a career plan, record of

CIIa9-12.3
their work, and resume.
CIIa9-12.3.1 Research three career opportunities in different

Components

professions including the skills and training required for
each career (e.g., pipe fitting, manufacturing, quality
control, sales, and maintenance).
CIIa9-12.3.2 Asses information from outside resources (e.g., guest
speakers and job shadows) and create a career plan.
CIIa9-12.3.3 Construct a record of their work including specific skills

developed, welds completed, a reflection, and D1.1 bend
test.

CIIa9-12.3.4 Create a resume to identify competencies and skills

performed and mastered.

Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment required to perform
Outcome
the SMAW process in the horizontal position using
CIIa9-12.4
required electrodes including but not limited to E7018 and
E6010.
CIIa9-12.4.1 Properly identify current and polarity setting to set up
welders to perform SMAW using a variety of electrodes in
the horizontal position.
CIIa9-12.4.2 Demonstrate the use of jigs, fixtures, and positioners used
in all positions of welding.
Components

CIIa9-12.4.3 Generate weldments using the SMAW process in the

horizontal position including but not limited to pad, single
and multi-pass fillets, lap, and square grooved butt welds.
Use a variety of electrodes including but not limited to
E7018 and E6010.
CIIa9-12.4.4 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner
joint, t-joint, lap joint and butt joint) using the SMAW
process in the horizontal position according to drawing
and specs.
CIIa9-12.4.5 Demonstrate proper joint preparation of plate material for
weldments including the D1.1 code test.
CIIa9-12.4.6 Generate a welding coupon D1.1 using the SMAW process
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in the horizontal position according to industry standards.
CIIa9-12.4.7 Identify welding faults associated with SMAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.

Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment required to perform
Outcome
the GMAW process in the horizontal position including but
CIIa9-12.5
not limited to the short-circuit and globular transfer
methods.
CIIa9-12.5.1 Properly identify current, polarity, and shielding gas
requirements and settings to set up equipment to perform
GMAW in the horizontal position.
CIIa9-12.5.2 Identify the appropriate welding technique and machine
settings (e.g., voltage and WFS) to perform GMAW in the
horizontal position.
CIIa9-12.5.3 Generate weldments using the GMAW process in the

horizontal position including but not limited to pad, single,
and multi-pass fillets, lap, and square grooved butt joints.

Components

CIIa9-12.5.4 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner

joint, t-joint, lap joint and butt joint) using the GMAW
process in the horizontal position according to drawing
and specs.
CIIa9-12.5.5 Demonstrate proper joint preparation of plate material for
weldments, including the D1.1 code test.
CIIa9-12.5.6 Generate a D1.1 coupon using the GMAW process in the

horizontal position according to industry standards.

CIIa9-12.5.7 Identify welding faults associated with GMAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.
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Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment, required to
Outcome
CIIa9-12.6
perform the SMAW process in the vertical position
including but not limited to E7018 and E6010.
CIIa9-12.6.1 Properly identify current and polarity setting to set up
welders to perform SMAW using a variety of electrodes in
the vertical position.
CIIa9-12.6.2 Demonstrate the use of jigs, fixtures, and positioners used
in out-of-position welding.
CIIa9-12.6.3 Generate weldments using the SMAW process in the

Components

vertical position (i.e., pad, single and multi-pass fillets, lap,
and square grooved butt joints). Use a variety of electrodes
including but not limited to E7018 and E6010.
CIIa9-12.6.4 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner
joint, t-joint, lap joint, and butt joint) using the SMAW
process in the vertical position according to drawing and
specs.
CIIa9-12.6.5 Demonstrate proper joint preparation of plate material for
weldments including the D1.1 code test.
CIIa9-12.6.6 Generate a welding coupon D1.1 using the SMAW process

in the vertical position according to industry standards.

CIIa9-12.6.7 Identify welding faults associated with SMAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.

Components

Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment required to perform
Outcome
CIIa9-12.7
the GMAW process in the vertical position including but
not limited to short-circuit transfer methods.
CIIa9-12.7.1 Properly identify current, polarity, shielding gas setting to
set up welders to perform GMAW in the vertical position.
CIIa9-12.7.2 Identify the appropriate welding technique and machine
settings (e.g., voltage and WFS) to perform GMAW in the
vertical position.
CIIa9-12.7.3 Generate weldments using the GMAW process in the

vertical position including but not limited to pad, single
and multi-pass fillets, lap, and square grooved butt welds.
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CIIa9-12.7.4 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner

joint, t-joint, lap joint, and butt joint) using the GMAW
process in the vertical position according to drawing and
specs.
CIIa9-12.7.5 Demonstrate proper joint preparation of plate material for
weldments, including the D1.1 code test.
CIIa9-12.7.6 Generate a welding coupon D1.1 using the GMAW process

in the vertical position according to industry standards.

CIIa9-12.7.7 Identify welding faults associated with GMAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.

Students will design and construct a product to
demonstrate their competency in manufacturing and
CIIa9-12.8
fabrication.
CIIa9-12.8.1 Sketch their project to include object lines, dimension
lines, three views, and welding symbols.
Outcome

Components

CIIa9-12.8.2 Use layout equipment including but not limited to squares,

rulers, tape measures, soapstone, and computer aided
drafting to design a product.

CIIa9-12.8.3 Manufacture a product by using the appropriate cutting

and welding equipment. May include computer aided
manufacturing (e.g., PlasmaCAM or Torchmate).
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Welding Technology II B
FCAW, GTAW
Purpose
Statement

Students will demonstrate and produce weldments using Flux Core Arc
Welding (FCAW) and Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) processes.
Students will construct a series of weldments in the flat and horizontal
positions according to industry standards.

Students will determine which specific welding symbols
are to be used in a series of weld joints. Students will
CIIb9-12.1
generate weldments according to specific symbols.
CIIb9-12.1.1 Identify and apply the following welding symbols including
but not limited to filled weld, all around, double bevel, fillet
size, staggered and weld finishes.
CIIb9-12.1.2 Identify additional supplementary symbols and weld joint
dimensions.

Components

Outcome

CIIb9-12.1.3 Examine and demonstrate the need for specific joint

preparation to meet structural needs for Flux Core Arc
Welding Process (FCAW) D1.1 bend test and Gas Tungsten
Arc Welding (GTAW) weldment.

Students will demonstrate the safe and proper use of
individual welding equipment, personal protective
CIIb9-12.2
equipment (PPE), and identify flammable hazards in
welding as it relates to FCAW and GTAW processes
CIIb9-12.2.1 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional
practices while performing welds with the GTAW process
on ferrous and nonferrous metals.
CIIb9-12.2.2 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional
practices while performing welds with the FCAW process.
Outcome

Components

CIIb9-12.2.3 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional

practices while using oxy-acetylene cutting equipment.

CIIb9-12.2.4 Identify safety hazards and demonstrate professional

practices while using plasma cutting equipment.

CIIb9-12.2.5 Distinguish between the use of stationary or portable

sanding and grinding equipment. Differentiate and
practice the proper safety required for each.

CIIb9-12.2.6 Identify health hazards and critical information included in

the SDS (i.e., section 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7).
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Outcome

Students will create and present a career plan, record of

CIIb9-12.3
their work, and resume.
CIIb9-12.3.1 Research three career opportunities in different

Components

professions, including the skills and training required for
each career (e.g., pipe fitting, manufacturing, quality
control, sales, and maintenance).
CIIb9-12.3.2 Asses information from outside resources (e.g., guest
speakers and job shadows) and create a career plan.
CIIb9-12.3.3 Construct a record of their work including specific skills

developed, welds completed, a reflection, and results of
D1.1 bend test.

CIIb9-12.3.4 Create a resume to identify competencies and skills

performed and mastered.

CV12.5.2

Standard
Reference
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.3.3
CV12.1.1
CV12.1.2
CV12.1.3
CV12.4.1
CV12.2.4
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3
CV12.4.4
CV12.2.4
CV12.3.2
CV12.4.1
CV12.4.3

Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
Standard
of multi-processor welding equipment required to perform
CIIb9-12.4
Reference
the FCAW process in the flat position.
CIIb9-12.4.1 Properly identify current, polarity, and shielding gas
CV12.4.2
requirements and settings to set up equipment to perform
CV12.4.4
FCAW in the flat position.
CIIb9-12.4.2 Identify the appropriate welding technique and machine
CV12.4.4
settings (e.g., voltage and WFS) to perform FCAW in the flat CV12.5.1
position.
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CIIb9-12.4.3 Generate weldments using the FCAW process in the flat
CV12.4.4
position including but not limited to pad, single and multiCV12.5.1
pass fillets, lap, and square grooved butt joints.
CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CIIb9-12.4.4 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner
CV12.1.4
joint, t-joint, lap joint, and butt joint) using the FCAW
CV12.5.1
process in the flat position according to drawing and specs. CV12.5.2
CV12.5.3
CIIb9-12.4.5 Demonstrate proper joint preparation of plate material for
CV12.3.1
weldments, including the D1.1 code test.
CV12.5.1
CV12.5.3
CIIb9-12.4.6 Generate a D1.1 coupon using the FCAW process in the flat
CV12.1.4
position according to industry standards.
CV12.5.1

Components

Outcome
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CIIb9-12.4.7 Identify welding faults associated with FCAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.

Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment required to perform
CIIb9-12.5
the GTAW process on carbon steel in the flat position.
CIIb9-12.5.1 Identify and list the characteristics of tungsten electrodes.
Outcome

CIIb9-12.5.2 Demonstrate the proper procedure for tungsten

Components

preparation, both grinding and ball formation.
CIIb9-12.5.3 Identify and perform the proper setup (e.g., choosing the
proper nozzles, electrodes, torch components, welding
gases, and flow meter adjustments) of GTAW equipment
for both ferrous and non-ferrous material.
CIIb9-12.5.4 Generate weldments using the GTAW process on carbon
steel in the flat position (i.e., pad, single and multi-pass
fillets, lap, and square grooved butt joints).

CIIb9-12.5.5 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner

joint, t-joint, lap joint, and butt joint) using the GTAW
process on carbon steel in the flat position according to
drawing and specs.
CIIb9-12.5.6 Generate an open root weldment for destructive testing on
carbon steel in the flat position.
CIIb9-12.5.7 Identify welding faults associated with GTAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.

Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment, required to
CIIb9-12.6
perform the FCAW process in the horizontal position.
CIIb9-12.6.1 Properly identify current, polarity, and shielding gas
requirements and settings to set up equipment to perform
FCAW in the horizontal position.
CIIb9-12.6.2 Identify the appropriate welding technique and machine
Outcome
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settings (e.g., voltage and WFS) to perform FCAW in the
horizontal position.

CIIb9-12.6.3 Generate weldments using the FCAW process in the

horizontal position including but not limited to pad, single
and multi-pass fillets, lap, and square grooved butt joints.
CIIb9-12.6.4 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner
joint, t-joint, lap joint, and butt joint) using the FCAW
process in the horizontal position according to drawing
and specs.
CIIb9-12.6.5 Demonstrate proper joint preparation of plate material for
weldments, including the D1.1 code test.
CIIb9-12.6.6 Generate a D1.1 coupon using the FCAW process in the

horizontal position according to industry standards.

CIIb9-12.6.7 Identify welding faults associated with FCAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.

Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment, required to
CIIb9-12.7
perform the GTAW process on carbon steel in the
horizontal position.
CIIb9-12.7.1 Generate weldments including but not limited to pad,
single fillets, lap, and butt joints using the GTAW process
on carbon steel in the horizontal position.
Outcome

CIIb9-12.7.2 Produce the required joint assignment (i.e., outside corner

Components

joint, t-joint, lap joint, and butt joint) using the GTAW
process on carbon steel in the horizontal position
according to drawing and specs.
CIIb9-12.7.3 Generate an open root weldment for destructive testing on
carbon steel in the horizontal position.
CIIb9-12.7.4 Identify welding faults associated with GTAW and their

correction through welding performance and testing.
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Students will demonstrate the appropriate set up and use
of multi-processor welding equipment required to perform
CIIb9-12.8
the GTAW process on aluminum.
CIIb9-12.8.1 Identify and demonstrate the proper tungsten electrode
preparation for aluminum.
CIIb9-12.8.2 Demonstrate the setup of AC current, post-flow, and base
metal preparation to weld aluminum.

Components

Outcome

CIIb9-12.8.3 Generate weldments (e.g., pad, butt joint, t-joint, and lap

joints) using the GTAW process on aluminum in the flat
and horizontal position.
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Engine Fundamentals
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Ce9-12.1
Ce9-12.1.1

Components

Ce9-12.1.2
Ce9-12.1.3
Ce9-12.1.4
Ce9-12.1.5

Outcome
Components

Ce9-12.2
Ce9-12.2.1
Ce9-12.2.2
Ce9-12.2.3

Outcome

Components

Ce9-12.3
Ce9-12.3.1
Ce9-12.3.2

Students will identify engine components and examine fundamental
design characteristics between various engine types used in the
industry.
Students will demonstrate safe use of tools and
equipment.
Identify and use personal protective equipment (PPE).
Identify and use fire safety procedures in the shop
environment.
Apply general shop safety.

Identify and use proper electrical safety procedures in
the shop environment.
Implement proper and safe tool use.

Students will explain how to use manuals to identify
parts, specifications, and measuring.
Use manuals and specifications.
Correctly identify engine parts and their functions.
Employ measuring practices to meet proper
specifications.

Students will compare and contrast the concepts of twostroke and four-stroke engines.
Explain and/or illustrate two-stroke theory and the
impacts on the environment.
Explain and/or Illustrate four-stroke theory and the
impacts on the environment
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Ce9-12.3.4
Ce9-12.3.5

Outcome
Components

Ce9-12.4
Ce9-12.4.1

Identify engine parts.
Explain and demonstrate timing procedures.
Students will compare and contrast the fundamentals of
the lubrication system, cooling system, and fuel system.
Compare and contrast lubrication systems.

Ce9-12.4.2

Compare and contrast cooling systems.

Ce9-12.4.3

Compare and contrast different types of fuel systems.

Outcome

Ce9-12.5
Ce9-12.5.1

Components

Ce9-12.5.2

Students will explain, identify, and troubleshoot the
electrical systems of engines.
Explain how electrical induction applies to an engine.

Identify and troubleshoot the parts of a charging system.

Ce9-12.5.3

Explain and troubleshoot the parts of the starting system.

Ce9-12.5.4

Explain and troubleshoot the operation of the ignition
system.

Outcome

Components

Ce9-12.6
Ce9-12.6.1
Ce9-12.6.2

Students will work in groups to disassemble and
assemble engines.
Show proper techniques of disassembly and cleaning the
engine parts.
Show proper techniques of assembly of an engine to
specifications.
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Ce9-12.6.3

Outcome

Ce9-12.7
Ce9-12.7.1

Components

Ce9-12.7.2
Ce9-12.7.3
Ce9-12.7.4
Ce9-12.7.5

Work effectively in a group environment.

Students will investigate possible career options in the
automotive industry.
Develop, organize, and formulate a working resume.

Research and determine possible career options and/or
plan.
Conduct and interpret an interest survey.
Network with industry partners.

Develop leadership skills that would be beneficial in
automotive industry careers.
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9th-12th Grade Industrial Technology: Auto I
Purpose
Statement
Outcome

Students will investigate, maintain, and explain an automobile’s
systems, operations, and their interactions.
Students will demonstrate safe use of tools and equipment.

CaI9-12.1
CaI9-12.1.1 Identify and use personal protective equipment (PPE).

Components

CaI9-12.1.2 Identify and use fire safety procedures in the shop

environment.

CaI9-12.1.3 Apply general shop safety.
CaI9-12.1.4 Identify and use proper electrical safety procedures in the

shop environment.

CaI9-12.1.5 Implement proper safe tool use.

Students will investigate possible career options in the
CaI9-12.2
automotive industry.
CaI9-12.2.1 Develop, organize, and formulate a working resume.

Outcome

Components

CaI9-12.2.2 Research and determine possible career options and/or

plan.

CaI9-12.2.3 Conduct and interpret an interest survey.
CaI9-12.2.4 Network with industry partners.

CaI9-12.2.5 Develop leadership skills that would be beneficial in

automotive industry careers.

Students will analyze the process of buying, owning, and
CaI9-12.3
maintaining a car.
CaI9-12.3.1 Analyze the car buying process in order to research a
potential purchase.

Outcome
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CaI9-12.3.2 Show and apply fluid checks process to their vehicle.
CaI9-12.3.3 Perform car detailing.

Outcome

Students will identify and demonstrate proper use of lifting

Components

CaI9-12.4
and supporting vehicles.
CaI9-12.4.1 Demonstrate and use jack stands.
CaI9-12.4.2 Demonstrate and use floor jacks.

CaI9-12.4.3 Demonstrate the proper use of all floor lifts.

Students will interpret the use of manuals for the
CaI9-12.5
automotive industry.
CaI9-12.5.1 Use manuals and automotive manufacturer specifications.

Components

Outcome

CaI9-12.5.2 Employ measuring practices to meet proper specifications.
CaI9-12.5.3 Analyze and use troubleshooting procedures.

Outcome

Students will identify various types of fastener and

CaI9-12.6
applications.
CaI9-12.6.1 Use tap and die procedures.

Components

CaI9-12.6.2 Identify different grades, diameters and thread pitch of

fasteners.

CaI9-12.6.3 Apply proper thread repair procedures.

CaI9-12.6.4 Interpret and use torque specifications procedures.
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Outcome

Students will explain and demonstrate the proper use of

CaI9-12.7
precision measuring tools.
CaI9-12.7.1 Evaluate the use of micrometers to measure internal

engine components.

Components

CaI9-12.7.2 Evaluate and demonstrate the proper use of depth gauges.
CaI9-12.7.3 Evaluate and demonstrate the proper use of the dial

indicator.

CaI9-12.7.4 Evaluate and demonstrate the proper use of telescoping

gauges.

CaI9-12.7.5 Demonstrate the ability to read, communicate, and write

measurements in thousandths.

Outcome

Students will identify and explain electrical automotive

CaI9-12.8
fundamentals.
CaI9-12.8.1 Evaluate and explain the starting system and the problems

Components

CaI9-12.8.2
CaI9-12.8.3
CaI9-12.8.4
CaI9-12.8.5

that occur within.
Evaluate and explain the charging system and the
problems that occur within.
Evaluate and explain the ignition system and the problems
that occur within.
Apply battery maintenance and theory in automotive
applications.
Explain and show headlight setting procedures.

Students will identify the theory and application of drive
CaI9-12.9
train and suspension.
CaI9-12.9.1 Explain and repair different U-joint applications in an
automotive setting.
CaI9-12.9.2 Compare and contrast different drive line uses.

Outcome
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CaI9-12.9.3 Compare and contrast different CV joints uses.

Students will explore and identify the theory of tire
technology in the automotive industry.
CaI9-12.10.1 Evaluate and demonstrate tire rotation procedures.

Outcome

CaI9-12.10

Perform tire repair procedures using proper techniques.

CaI9-12.10.3

Evaluate tire sizes and applications.

Components

CaI9-12.10.2

CaI9-12.10.4

Analyze tire sensors and theory in the auto industry.

Students will explore and identify the theory of fuel
technology in the automotive industry.
CaI9-12.11.1 Investigate fuel injecting theory and identify system types.

Outcome

Components

CaI9-12.11

CaI9-12.11.2
CaI9-12.11.3

Explore carburetor theory and explain circuits.

Discuss fuel delivery systems and identify parts.
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Long-Range Plan
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NCSD Standards-Based Terminology

District Guaranteed & Viable Curriculum

Our district’s guaranteed & viable curriculum is identified as the learning curriculum that guarantees an equal
opportunity to learn for all students. It also guarantees adequate time for educators to teach the content and for
students to learn it. It guarantees that the curriculum being taught is the same curriculum that will be assessed. It is
viable when adequate time is ensured to teach all determined essential content. Our district’s curriculum is composed
of identified learning outcomes students must know or do in order to perform at the mastery level of the identified
standards.

State & District Content Standards

Our state & district content standards are the minimum content expectations that students must meet as defined by the
State Board of Education. The content standards provide a common understanding among educators as to what
students should learn at particular grades. However, the standards are not the curriculum.

District Vertical Learning Progression

A district vertical learning progression is the purposeful sequencing of a subject area’s route for teaching and learning
expectations across multiple developmental stages, ages or vertical grade levels. The progressions illustrate progress
toward the mastery of content skills as students move throughout their K-12 learning experience. The exiting stage is
defined as college and career readiness for the graduate.
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Pacing Guide

NCSD Standards-Based Terminology

A pacing guide is a flexible timeline for logical and progressive sequencing of a content area over the course of an
academic school year. Pacing guides may include the timeline for state, common, or classroom-level assessment.

Classroom Curriculum Map

A classroom curriculum map guides educators in planning the outcomes of their grade-level curriculum while
differentiating to the needs of their students. It is designed to provide an overall picture of the what, the when, and the
how content outcomes will be mastered during a school year.

Classroom Unit

A classroom unit targets the learning of outcomes and their components over a cycle/chunk of a few days to a few
weeks. It contains all three stages for a learning cycle/chunk:
• Desired results/learning
• Assessment/evidence
• Learning plan

Classroom Lesson Plan

The classroom lesson plan is a detailed instructional lesson that is used to plan and guide the daily learning activities.
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Key:

NCSD Standards-Based Terminology

Bold terms are important concepts in Unit and Lesson Planning.
Underlined terms are important concepts that will be requested for validation.
Italicized terms are important to our NCSD standards process.

Component: Aligned to standards and benchmarks, components are specific concepts and skills necessary for students to
know and do in order to meet an outcome.
Component Assessment: Checks for understanding. May be oral, written, a product, and/or a performance.

Component Evaluative Criteria: Characteristics, qualities, or measures that are used to evaluate the student academic
performance of the component.

Curriculum Coordinating Council: The governing body responsible for evaluating and making recommendations regarding
curriculum, instruction, and assessment practices. Council is representative of all district educators and includes board,
community and/or parent members.
Date Instruction Begins: The date instruction begins on a particular outcome.
Date of Outcome Assessment: Date a particular outcome is assessed.

Differentiation: Adaptations in content, processes, and/or products instructors make to meet the needs of a diverse group of
students, with diverse learning needs, in the same learning environment.
Instructional Strategies: Classroom techniques that have research supporting their utility at enhancing student
achievement. What the teacher is doing.

Long-Range Plan: A yearly timeline identifying when each content area will go through the curriculum, instruction, and
assessment work. The Long-Range Plan is an 8-10 year projection and is re-evaluated each year by the Curriculum
Coordinating Council.
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Outcome: Aligned to standards and benchmarks, outcomes are the expected result of student learning for a grade level or
course.
Outcome Assessment: Requires students to demonstrate proficiency/mastery of the outcome as measured by the outcome
evaluative criteria. May be oral, written, a product, and/or a performance.
Outcome Evaluative Criteria: Characteristics, qualities, or measures that are used to evaluate the student academic
performance of the outcome.

Purpose Statement: Describes the focus of the subject at this grade level or in this course; points out what is new or different at
this level that the student will accomplish.
Resources: Used to support the curriculum such as materials, technology, field experiences, and community professionals.
Standard Reference: Standards specify the essential learning in a given content area in which students must demonstrate
proficiency. Each component references specific standards and/or benchmarks.

Student Engagement Strategies: Techniques that help students be actively involved in their learning. What the students are
doing.
Subject Area Committee: A representative team of district educators for a specific subject area who analyze and adjust the
current curriculum, coordinate the validation process, and facilitate the creation of common assessments.

Validation: A process in which teacher feedback is gathered to ensure our curriculum is viable and to make adjustments as
necessary.
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